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Features 
Ipperwash occupation authorized? 8 

Stony Pointer Marlin Simon, witness at the Ipperwash inquiry 
held in Forrest, Ont., testifies that not only did Ministry of Natural 
Resources personnel hand over the keys to the gate to Ipperwash 
Provincial Park to Native protesters, local law enforcement gave 
them the codes to building alarms. Hmmm. 

Smithsonian Indian museum opens 9 

A recent march on Washington, D.C. by Native Americans wasn't 
in protest but in celebration of the opening of the National 
Museum of the American Indian. The structure is grand and the 
exhibits exquisite, but where's the dissent, one artist asks. 

Details on health funding scarce 10 

It seemed like a profitable meeting of the minds when Native 
leaders sat down with the prime minister and provincial and 

territorial first ministers in September to discuss all that's wrong 
in Aboriginal health. A billion dollars in funding was announced, 
but don't get too excited yet. Is this new money destined to pay 
off old debt, or disappear into the bureaucratic sink hole? 

This Mold House: A community at risk 13 

Kwicksutaineuk Chief Henry Scow is at his wit's end. The water in 

his community is undrinkable and the homes unliveable; add to 
that mice in the health centre, an absentee third party manager, 
and a department of Indian Affairs that has been content to see 

the community fall to ruin. Chief Scow decides to go public. 

Departments 
[ rants and raves ] 5 

What are we to think about the Ipperwash inquiry? Is it an 

expensive exercise in futility, or will the truth set us free from 
police and government attitudes that resulted in one dead Indian 
and nine years of cover -up, obfuscation, and outright lies? 

[ what's happening ] 7 

Community events in Indian Country for October and beyond. 

[ rare intellect ] 15 

New writer rivals the genius of Zane Grey. 

[ windspeaker confidential ] 16 

Carson Gray is young, energetic, has a recording contract in her 

future and a major motion picture in her past, and she's only 13. 

The young Tiger Lily in the movie Peter Pan talks about her worst 

moments, her favorite people and dreams for the future. 

[ radio's most active ] 17 

[ strictly speaking ] 18 

Drew Hayden Taylor says life for the artist is difficult enough 

without having your own people skip out on the bill; Law 

columnist Tina Young has some advice about annulment; and 

Inuit commentator Zebedee Nungak says goodbye to a dear 

friend and commrade in constitutional arms. Harry Daniels will 

be missed, but the legacy he left will be appreciated forever. 

[ canadian classroom ] 23 

Food, glorious food. One look at your dinner plate and you'll be 

saying thanks to the ancestors for their good taste. Corn, beans, 

berries, wild rice and more, even chewing gum, all food stuffs 

that date back thousands of years to the ingenuity of the 

Indigenous peoples of the Americas. 

[ footprints ] 30 
If living to 104 isn't a big enough accomplishment for you, then 

you might still be impressed with Victoria Belcourt Callihoo. After 

seeing Canada form, then Alberta, then watch as the buffalo 

dwindled to near extinction, she decided that she should preserve 

her memories of her Metis Prairie past. 
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Successful Careers 
Start in Your Community 
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introduction to trades 
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Best evidence 
still to come 

When speaking after they've been assured their names 
won't get into print, many lawyers tell us frankly that 
public inquiries, at best, can only be about raising aware- 
ness. When the authorities set the rules for inquests into 
matters where they themselves may have some level of 
blame, the limits set are narrow and designed to protect 
jobs, pensions, reputations and the public purse. 

Typically, blame cannot be assessed at a public in- 
quiry and it's virtually unheard of that any bombshell 
dropped by a witness will lead to anyone being held d 
truly accountable. And still, the quaint little commu- 
nity hall on the upstairs level of the hockey rink in the 
town of Forest, Ont. where the current session of the 
Ipperwash Inquiry is being staged is stuffed full of law- 
yers. Each of them are representing some stakeholder 
or other and doing his or her level best to keep the fo- 
cus away from anything that might embarrass their cli- 
ent. And officials still continue to pretend that inquir- 
ies are all about the search for the truth. 

As we went to press on Sept. 29, it had only been a 
matter of hours since the public had been dismissed 
from the Forest Memorial Community Centre's Kimball 
Hall while all the lawyers and Justice Sidney Linden 
held an in- camera session to hear a tape that the law- 
yers for Sam George, brother of slain protester Dudley, 
call shocking and explosive. Murray Klippenstein and 
Andrew Orkin cant tell us what's on that audio tape 
because of the inquiry's rules about confidentiality. But 
they leaned out over the line a few weeks back to let the 
public know that they were outraged and alarmed by 
what the tape contained. 

The tape will eventually be released, the inquiry com- 
missions staff assure us, but only after those 20 odd 
lawyers get their chance to put a spin on it. 

Lawyers and judges say that the best evidence must 
be sought when seeking to determine the facts of a case 
beyond a reasonable doubt. But the Ontario Provincial 
Police service was represented at the inquiry and is bend- 
ing over backwards not only to keep the best evidence 

u 
soarer, but efforts Ontario's Information 

.. Privy to at how they handled 
and 
that 

evidence. Assistant commissioner Tom Mitchinson, 
without making up his mind, is attempting quite ear- 
nestly to perform due diligence in satisfying himself that 
no evidence was destroyed or altered while in the con- 
trol of the OPP And the OPP is using every legal de- 
vice available to it to stop him. What does that say? 

The officers who did wrong on that fateful night at 
Ipperwash Provincial Park are hiding behind the fact 
that all cops wear the same uniform. That form of ano- 
nymity is a device that bad cops and others are exploit- 
ing. And there were many bad cops there that night. 

Acting Sgt. Kenneth Deane was convicted of crimi- 
nal negligence and lost his job. That's one. Trial judge 
Hugh Fraser concluded that several OPP officers "con- 
cocted ex post facto" their testimony before him to try 
and get Deane off. Thais several more. And when Ket- 
tle and Stoney Point band councillor Cecil George was 
beaten so severely that his heart stopped, every one of 
those 50 cops who either participated in or observed 
the bating and said nothing, well, they forfeited their 
right to be called decent citizens. 

And we must never forget Judge Fraser's statement 
that "the decision to embark on this ill -fated mission 
was not Sgt. Dean's." 

Commission counsel Susan M. Vella, while examin- 
ing witness Marlin Simon, repeatedly assured him that 
she understood that he might have a hard time remem- 
bering some of the facts, because it had been nine years 

since Dudley's shooting. She's right, of course. But is 

anyone holding anyone accountable for that? 
Two successive Ontario governments stonewalled calls 

for this inquiry for more than eight years. The George 
family called for it within weeks of Dudley's death. 

Shouldn't there be, at the very least, an apology com- 
ing from the government of Ontario and the Progres- 
sive Conservative Parry that made us all wait for so long 
to get to this point? 

Former premier Mike Harris has standing at the in- 
quiry. His name will come up. And if he seeks to avoid 
answering any sticky questions when his turn comes by 
saying it was too long ago, we're saying right here and 
now that will be the moment when this inquiry be- 
comes 

moment 
omea a farce. 

-Windspeaker 

Cree woman's view 
Dear Edison 

Fear. Who wants to live in fear? I know I don's, but 
every time President George W. Bush opens his mouth 
I'm afraid, afraid there's a bomb overhead. 

He says we shouldn't have to live in fear of the "evil- 
doers." He makes me feel as though bombs of mass 
destruction are coming down on us as you read this. 
His words are what frighten me. Really are they going 
to ever drop bombs of mass destruction on us, those 
"evil -doers?" I think not. 

When they did cause mass destruction (and let's put 
a name on the "evil- doers;" not an entire country, but 
the al- Qaida) they flew planes into the towers. Yes, it 
was a day the world stood still. Well, OK, the planes 
were used as weapons of mass destruction, but our 
neighbors owned them. They even taught the fliers how 
to fly. Still, no weapons from the country Iraq were ever 
used. 

We cant stop evil things from taking place. All we 
can really do is educate people how to stop groups from 
doing these evil things and not letting them take place 
again. We are doing that right now as we speak. Pilots 
are being educated more, airports are changing drasti- 
cally, children are taught in school. Things are looking 
better around the entire world. All but one thing... Presi- 
dent Bush. He still, at this late date, makes me feel as 
though bombs are in the air, when they're not! 

The al -Qaida can kill 10,000 people with airplanes 
they trained for nine months to use prior to 9/11. Mr. 
President can kill 10,000. children who live in Iraq 
within seconds, and he can make that decision while 
playing a quick front nine at his favorite golf course. 
Are we OK with this? 

I know, I'm to blame too. We all think it's legit com- 
ing from the president's mouth. I'm not falling for it. I 
see Iraq has no weapons of mass destruction. I bet their 
children are just like ours, running around in the hot 

eating ice cream cones or playing a game of hide - 
and-go-seek. Trying to recuperate from the horrors they 
have endured themselves. Just as we are trying to keep 
our smiles, our love, our health strong. 

Dear Iraqi women, men and children, your lives are 
important to us. We as Native Americans respect and 
love life: everyone, everything has a place, a reason. I as 

a Native, I refuse to listen to forked tongues anymore. I 
don't fear the Iraqi people. I only fear Bush and the 
power he holds and the decisions he makes. The deci- 
sions for war with the Iraqi people I don't agree with. 
Not now. Not ever! 

Myrna ArnaultNapesis 

One side or the other 
Dear Editor 

In the penultimate paragraph of your editorial on the 
Assembly of First Nations charter you speak of "sides." 
(September 2004"TbeAFNeeinr -card absorbs millions 
of dollars every year -because First Nations people have a 
different way of looking at the used /(Finn Narrate leaders 
tvantm act like Canadian elites, thrybe joined the other side. 

If you take the view that you have to be on one side 
or the other, there is little if any chance for meaningful 
co- operation and the only remaining avenue is confron- 
tation. Is that what you are promoting? 

-Dale Peters 

Let the funding flow 
Dear Editor. 

Now that the venerable wise men in the Métis senate 
(Saskatchewan) have completed their investigation into 
the massive fraud alleged in the vote count during the 
2004 Métis election, it is time to forget everything and 
accept their worthy adjudication. 

Our revered Elders say that to properly "fix" an elec- 
tion, you don't stop just before the finish line. So they 
selectively disqualified crucial evidence and witnesses 
germane to the case, kicked out two area directors and 

completed the job. 
So what if Métis nation democracy is a joke? Big deal. 

Look at what happened in Florida during the 2000 
American election. Everybody cheats, so deal with it 
and move on. 

Now that everything is finally settled, would the gov- 

ernment please end the funding freeze and let all chose 

beautiful millions of suckers', eru.taxpayers' dollars flow 
back into the pockets of our leadership? 

-Gordon Robert Damon, 

[ rants and raves ] 

First phase ends 
How can we strengthen the national First Nations 

organization to be as representative, as inclusive and as 
effective as possible? The answers and views about this 
question vary from area to area in our great land. 

National Chief Phil Fontaine is committed to pos- 
ing this question to First Nation citizens and getting 
direction on how the AFN should evolve as it contin- 
net to lobby for the advancement of First Nation rights 
and issues that face our communities and peoples. 

A direct result of the national chief's commitment 
was the creation of the Assembly of First Nations Re- 
newal Commission. The commissions mandate is to 
seek input from First Nations citizens (on- and off - 
reserve and in urban and rural areas) on the AFN and 
its current structure, as well as their thoughts and views 
on a national organization that represents all First Na- 
tions. 

The commission was launched in December 2003 
and it became operational in February 2004. Wendy 
John of the Squamish First Nation in British Colum- 
bia and Joe Miskokomon of Chippewas of the Thames 
in Ontario accepted appointments ...Chairs. 

Along with the business of setting up shop and tend- 
ing to the administrative side of things, the co- chairs 
first matter of business was to develop a list of poten- 
tial commissioners. 

Many nominations were received and considered. 
Based on the number of excellent candidates for the 
positions, many difficult decisions were made to for- 
mulate a group of commissioners that represents the 
many regions and issues facing First Nations. 

Commissioners were chosen for their areas of exper- 
tise and experience. The commission is fortunate to 
include people with backgrounds that deal with com- 
munity and urban realities, women's issues, Elders, law, 
northern living, youth, treaties, leadership, traditions 
and customs, and Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. 

The commission is soliciting participation from as 

many contributors as possible through various means, 
ranging from direct contact to an online questionnaire 
posted at www.afn.ca/commission.htm. 

Regional public forums area main tool for oncreach. 
The public hearings, which began in March, allow in- 
dividuals and representatives of various organizations 
to exercise their right to share their views, via oral and/ 
or written submissions. 

The AFN Renewal Commission has attracted com- 
parable levels of participation to other public commis- 
sions of the past, and at a mere fraction of the cost. 
This success can be attributed to the strong desire of 
First Nations citizens to contribute and be heard when 
an important subject such as national representation is 

discussed. 
The volunteer respondents have been quite dynamic 

in sharing their constructive views. If you have an opin- 
ion or view to share, there is still a chance to contrib- 
ute as the public hearing process winds down. 

The final hearings will be held in Slave Lake, Alta. 
(Oct. 4 and 5): Val -d'Or, Que. (Oct. 20); and Mon- 
treal (Nov. 10 and 11). 

If you cannot participate in person, please consider 
sending in written submissions and /or participating in 
our online questionnaire. Every contribution matters. 

The time to act is now. Encourage your local leader- 

ship and representatives of First Nation organizations, 
groups, and entities to participate in the process. 

-John Boudnás 
AFN Renewal Commission -communications 

[ talk it up ] 

Call us at 1- 800 -661 -5469 
and leave a message outlining 

your concerns on whatever topic 

you'd like. Or e-mail us at 
edwind @ammsa.corn or write to 

the editor at 
13245 -146 St. 

Edmonton, AB T5L 458 
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Lisa Meeches Ted Nolan 

In the aboriginal 
world there is a 

place where 
people can go 
to share 
important 
information. 

That place is 

known as... 

THE 
SHARING 
CIRCLE 

Sharing Circle is an A- Channel Production Fund Original 
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Natior. 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Stall Writs 

WASHINGT 

The National Mall in th 
States capital was jamar 
some 80,000 people on d 
ing of Sept. 21 as dose n 
Indigenous people from 
out the Americas and le 
many in their traditional t 
celebrated the opening 
Smithsonian Institutes I 

Museum of the America. 
(NMAI) with a spettatola 
sion down the middle of 

After several days of inn 
rain, as the fallout of d 
unusually harsh crop of 
storms made their pretest 
the Washington area, the 
of the big day was bread 
with sunny, almost cloud/ 
and temperatures approac 
degrees Celsius. 

The procession was a u 
rate that lasted almost tw 
but all the activity was des 
celebrate something for t 
the Smithsonian's 18th m 

Large sections of dos 
Washington were dosed i 

for the day that began with 
cession and ended with th 
opening of the NMAI' 
shortly after the dignitari 
placid the opening cere of 

it didn't really end with ti 
ing of the doors. A f riva 
digenous culture continue 
long and for several days all 
The museum itself stayed 
night that first day. 

Windspeaker got an ac 

look at the NMAI on S. 

Workers were feverishly pu 
finishing touches on the S 

lion (US) structure. It cost 
520 million for exhibits 
programs and opening eve 

museum raised 5214 mil 
ward the construction an 
ing. The fundraising was 
Richard West, the Cheyem 
for of the NMAI. 

The Canadian Embassy 
the spirit of the opening, s, 

Canadian Aboriginal 
throughout six days of ceieb 
An Aboriginal art display,. 
by the Canada Council , 

available for visitors to rot 
embassy. 

Foreign Affairs Canada 
a work by Srodo artist Sus 

ro the NMAI. It will be a 

vent feature of the main fit 
the central rotunda. The 
nvo -mere -high cedar scull 
tided "The Salmon and the 

It is inspired by Coast Sa 

ries about mink bringing 
to the rivers. 

In a press release, Foreign 
Minister Pierre Pettigrew 
was "delighted and prou 
presenting this exceptional 
the Smithsonian on hero 
Canadians. 

"This sculpture showcase 

dian Aboriginal culture at 

traordinary museum, whirl 
ires to be one of the lead 
rural destinations in the 

added. 
Point and family man( 

Ipperwash occupation authorized? 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

FOREST, Ont. 

Lawyers for the family of slain 

protester Dudley George, who was 

killed by police during the 
Ipperwash Park occupation in Sep- 

tember 1995, appeared before the 
public inquiry into his death Sept. 

29 to play a ape for Chief Com- 
missioner Sidney Linden in the 
hopes of having it made public. 

The two lawyers- Murray 
Klippenstein and Andrew Orkin- 
and Sam George, Dudley's brother, 
heard the tape for the first time in 
late August. They are forbidden by 
the inquiry's confidentiality odes to 
reveal the contents of the rape, but 
felt it necessary to call a press con- 
ference on Sept. 3 to express their 
reaction to what they had heard. 

"It is the George family's view 
and our view as lawyers that the 
newly obtained taped evidence pro- 
duced to the commission, evidence 
which was concealed from the fam- 
ily, the courts and the public for 

years. explains, when carefully 
analyzed and put into its legal and 
operational context, why Dudley 
George was killed," said 
Klippenstein. 

Sam George provided more 
dues. 

"I am an ordinary man. I do not 
know a great deal about the law. I 
am not an expert in how non -Na- 
tive government works in Toronto 
or Ottawa. But I do know the dif- 
Terence between .what is right and 
wrong. And I can generally tell the 
difference between what is legal and 
what is illegal. And I can certainly 
tell the difference between what is 

racist against Natives and what is 
nor racist against Natives," he said. 
"The taped evidence that I heard 
disgusted me. It also made me 
frightened that anyone in Ontario 
could have actinides and positions 
like the onescontaioed in this taped 
evidence. 

"What I have now heard goes a 

long way to explaining why my 
brother Dudley was killed. I now 
believe he was shot to make a po- 
litical point. This taped evidence 
also explains to me why so much 
effort was put into preventing the 
truth coming out for the next eight 
years. I think that the people who 
were implicated in this tape know 
very well that the people of On- 
tario and people everywhere in 
Canada would judge them very 
harshly if it ever came out. The 
truth will come out because other- 
wise our brother Dudley will have 
died for nothing." 

A Canadian Press report quoted 
unnamed sources saying the tape 
was of a long telephone conversa- 
tion between two OPP officers just 
before the shooting. One of the 
individuals was of high rank and 
was on the line at the Ontario leg- 
islature. Windspeaker could not 
confirm that information. 

Klippenstein said the evidence 
was disclosed to the family but is 
still in the hands of an unnamed 
parry. He said he planned to urge 
that parry to make the tape pub- 
lic. 

Dudley George 

Stony Pointer Marlin Simon, no 
longer the 22 -year old youth he was 

when he and a couple of dozen 
other Aaohoodena people entered 
Ipperwash Provincial Park at the 
end of the Labour Day weekend 
in 1995, was the only witness who 
appeared on Sept. 29 at the public 
inquiry. 

Now 31, Simon saw his testi- 
mony interrupted by the in -cam- 
era session to hear the moron by 
the George family lawyers. 

But before his testimony was cut 
short, Simon said a few things that 
got those same lawyers excited. In 
response to commission counsel 
Susan M. Vella's detailed question- 
ing about the events of Sept. 4, 5 

and 6, 1995 when the Stony Point- 
ers moved from Camp Ipperwash 
to peacefully occupy the adjacent 
Ipperwash Provincial Park, Simon 
made several references to govern- 
ment authorities co- operating with 
their occupation. He mentioned 
that provincial Ministry of Natu- 
ral Resources officials who looked 
after the park turned over the gate 
keys to the occupiers and that a 

large concrete barrier blocking an 

access road had been pushed aside 
not by us." 

He also said that once the occu- 
piers entered buildings in the park 
and set off alarms, police officer 
telephoned and provided the codes 
that would turn the alarms off. 

The Stony Pointers have occu- 
pied the army base since the mid - 
1980s. It is located on their tradi- 
tional lands. The government had 
expropriated the land during the 
Second World War with the prom- 
ise that it would be returned after 
the war was over. 

More than 40 years later, their 
land had not been returned, so the 
Stony Pointers rook over the base 
and established a community that 
continues to exist today. 

In 1995, concerned about a tra- 
ditional burial ground on or near 
the park lands, they decided to oc- 
cupy the park to draw attention to 
their concerns. They waited until 
after the long holiday weekend was 
over and made their move. Three 
days later, Dudley George was 
dead, shot by OPP Acting Sgt. 
Kenneth Deane. 

Orkin was astounded by Simon's 
testimony. He viewed the co-op- 
eration of government officials, - in- 
cluding the police officer who pro- 
vided the alarm codes, as very sig- 
nificant. 

"This is important stuff," he told 

"I now believe [Dudley] was shot to make a 

political point. This taped evidence also 

explains to me why so much effort was put 
into preventing the truth coming out for the 

next eight years. I think that the people who 

were implicated in this tape know very well 

that the people of Ontario and people 
everywhere in Canada would judge them 

very harshly if it ever came out." 

-Sam George 

"From flying helicopters low enough to make 
dust storms on the ground to marching 40 to 

50 officers abreast at them in the dark. We 

think the weapons claim is a cover for the rest 
of the things that, the police and the Ontario 
government did terribly wrong. The police 
have never retracted their claim that they 

were shot at, by the way, and it's an outrage. ne 

-Murray Klippenstein 

Windspeaker. "Forget about color of 
right, this was authorisation. So 

what was everyone else doing evict- 
ing them when they were author - - 

h" 

"We've never heard this before," 
said Klippenstein, who also saw this 
information as significant. 

Holding an eagle feather through- 
out his testimony, Simon later told 
the inquiry about an incident that 
occurred on the second day of the 
occupation. A group of the Stony 
Point people took several picnic a- 
bles outside the park fence to a sandy 
parking area 

They built a bonfire and sat 
around it on the tables. An of- 
ficer came and told them to 
move. They refused. Minutes 
later a police cruiser rammed 
one of the tables, scattering the 
people sitting on it, he said. That 
caused an altercation. The Na- 
tive people began pelting the car 
with rocks and picked up the 
table and dumped it on the hood 
of the cruiser. A car window was 
shattered. Both sides retreated. 

Fifteen to 20 minutes later, a 

number of police officers in forma- 
tion approached. 

"It seemed like they wanted to 
pick a fight," said Simon. 

He said the officers stood outside 
the fence and taunted the Native 
people. 

" 'Who's gonna be the first one,'" 
Simon said one officer asked. "Then 
he looked at Dudley and he said, 
'Dudley, you're going to be the first 
one.' I reached down and got some 
sand and threw it in his face. The 
police started using mace.° 

He said he was standing about a 
foot away from Dudley when this 
happened. He was asked to describe 
the officer. He said he was medium 
height, balding and wearing a base- 
ball cap, stocky, with sergeant stripes 
and "lighter color eyes." 

Vella did not ask Simon about the 
mood of the officer who rammed 

the picnic table. Since the testi- 
mony was interrupted, it may 
come up later. But it was not dear 
if Simon was suggesting that the 
officer was executing a strategic 
move under orders or was acting 
out of anger on his own. 

Later, Simon was asked about 
weapons in the tamp - he said 
there were no guns, just rocks. 
clubs and baseball bats "for self 
defense." Under further ques- 
tioning, he mentioned that a 
helicopter was in the air over the 
park. 

Vella asked him to describe it. 
It was big and yellow and it had 

a door open," he said. A guy with 
a big camera was sitting in the 
door. 

He said the helicopter was fly- 
ing so low that it was causing 
things to be blown around on the 
ground and creating dust storms. 
At one point, he said, it hovered 
about five metres (15 feet) above 
the ground. 

"They were definitely low 
enough that you could throw 
something at it," he said 

When Dudley George was shot, 
the original OPP version of evens 
was that police were retuning fire. 
Later, the OPP justified the use of 
a paramilitary unit against such a 
small group that included Elders 
and children by vying they had 
intelligence there were weapons in 
the park 

The low flying helicopter is not 
consistent with that assertion. 

"Just about everything the po- 
lice did around the park is com- 
pletely inconsistent with a real fear 
of in the park," Klippenstein 
told W ndsmaker. 

"From flying helicopters low 
enough to make dust storms on 
the ground to marching 40 to 50 
officers abreast at them in the dark 
We think the weapons claim is a 

cover for the rest of the things that 
the police and the Ontario gov- 

meet did terribly wrong. The 
police have never retracted their 
dims that they were shot at, by the 
way, and it's an outrage." 

The inquiry will continue. mov- 
ing back and forth between To- 
ronto and Forest, a small town 
about 40 km northeast of Sarnia 
and about 20. km away from 
Ipperwash. 

On another front, the bade for 
disclosure of information from the 
OPP and Ontario's Ministry of 
Community Safety and Correc- 
tional Services continues. 

CBC news is trying to get pho- 
tos and video apes, some possibly 
taken from that helicopter, released 
to the public. The police and gov- 
ernment are fighting that attempt. 
Ontario's assistant Information and 
Privacy Commissioner, Tom 
Mitchinson, is the referee. 

Mitchinson recently ordered all 
OPP members who had anything 
to do in any way with evidence re- 

lated to Ipperwash to attend his 
office personally and sign affidavits 
outlining everything they did in 
connection with processing or stor- 
ing that evidence. 

He also had a number of ques- 
tions about missing sections of 
videotaped evidence that had been 
produced previously. OPP Com- 
missioner Gwen Boniface re- 
quested that Mitchinson allow the 
RCMP to do an independent 
analysis of its methods so it could 
provide a report on technical rea- 
sons for gaps in the apes and other 
matters. 

Once the report was completed 
it was turned over to Mitchinson 
but the ministry argued that 
Michinson could not rum it over 
to the CBC because it was a confi- 
dential government document. 

He rejected that argument. The 
government has applied fora judi- 
cial review, seeking to have that 
decision overturned. For now the 
information remains secret. 
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National Museum of the American Indian opens 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

WASHINGTON, DC 

The National Mall in the United 
States capital was jammed with 
some 80,000 people on the morn- 
ing of Sept. 21 as dose to 25,000 
Indigenous people from through- 
out the Americas and beyond- 
many in their traditional regalia - 
celebrated the opening of the 
Smithsonian Institute's National 
Museum of the American Indian 
(NMAI) with a spectacular proas- 

n down the middle of the Mall. 
After several days of intermittent 

rain, as the fallout of this year's 
unusually harsh crop of tropical 
storms made their presence felt in 
the Washington area, the morning 
of the big day was breath- raking, 
with sunny, almost cloudless skies 

and temperatures approaching 30 
degrees Celsius. 

The procession was a true spec - 
rule that lasted almost two hours, 
but all the activity was designed to 
celebrate something for the ages, 

the Smithsonian's 18th museum. 
Large sections of downtown 

Washington were dosed to traffic 
for the day that began with the pro- 
cession and ended with the official 

opening of the NMAI's doors- 
shortly after the dignitaries com- 
pleted the opening ceremony. Well, 

it didn't really end with the open- 
ing of the doors. A festival of In- 
digenous culture continued all day 
long and for several days afterward. 
The museum itself stayed open all 

night that first day. 

Windspeaker got an advanced 
look at the NMAI on Sept. 17. 

Workers were feverishly putting the 
finishing touches on the $199 mil- 
lion (US) structure. It cost another 
$20 million for exhibits, public 
programs and opening events. The 
museum raised $214 million to- 

ward the construction and open- 
ing. The fundraising was led by 
Richard West, the Cheyenne direc- 

tor of the NMAI. 
The Canadian Embassy got into 

the spirit of the opening, screening 
Canadian Aboriginal films 
throughout six days of celebrations. 
An Aboriginal art display compiled 
by the Canada Council was also 

available for visitors to tour in the 
embassy. 

Foreign Affairs Canada donated 
a work by Ste do artist Susan Point 
to the NMAI. It will be a promi- 
nent feature of the main Floor, near 
the central rotunda. The work is a 
two- metre-high cedar sculpture en- 
tided "The Salmon and the Mink" 
It is inspired by Coast Salish sto- 

ries about mink bringing salmon 
to the rivers. 

In a press release, Foreign Affairs 

Minister Pierre Pettigrew said he 
was "delighted and proud to be 
presenting this exceptional work to 
the Smithsonian on behalf of all 

Canadians. 
"This sculpture showcases Cana- 

dian Aboriginal culture at this «- 
traorlinary museum, which prom- 
ises to be one of the leading cul- 
tural destinations in the world," he 

added. 
Point and family members and 

WALTER Unntoncetds, PAUL asneocEY 

The Beaver and the Mink carving by Susan Point (right/ is Canada's gift to the National Museum 
of the American Indian. It was unveiled in a ceremony on Sept. 17, 

Dene Secretary of State for youth 
Ethel Blondin Andrew were in the 
museum for the presentation cer- 
emony. 

The Canadian influence was 
hard to miss all week long. The 
design of the building is unmistak- 
ably the work of Alberta Aborigi- 
nal architect Douglas Cardinal. He 
designed the building but parted 
ways with the museum after a dis- 

pute. He refused to attend the 
opening. 

There are four direction stones 
that come from Native communi- 
ties in the Americas places around 
the site of the NMAI, The north- 
ern stone is from the Northwest 
Territories. Forty grandfather rocks 

are placed throughout the grounds. 
They come from Aylmer, Que. 
Before the rocks were moved to 
Washington, a group from the 
Montagnais Nation held a blessing 

ceremony to ensure that the rocks 

would have a safe journey and carry 

the cultural messages of past gen- 
erations to future generations. 

St. Laurent Métis from Mani- 
toba showed up in large number 
to celebrate their inclusion in the 

museum. The Sr. Laurent fiddlers 

participated in the procession and 

performed at the Canadian Em- 
bassy, located just blocks from the 

new museum. Their way of life is 

celebrated with an exhibit that in- 

cludes an old Bombardier 
snowmobile, the kind the St. 
Laurent Métis use to cope with 
northern Manitoba winters. 

Exhibits related to the commu- 
nities of Kahnawake and Sagkeeng 
cover Canadian First Nations and 
there's an Inuit exhibit as well that 
features an Inukshuk made out of 
television monitors that is eye - 

catching. 
Dr. Gerald McMaster, special as- 

sistant to the director for mall a- 
hibition at the Smithsonian's Na- 
tional Museum of the American 
Indian is a citizen of the Siksika 
Nation (Alberta) but he grew up 
on the Red Pheasant First Nation 
in Saskatchewan. Previously, he was 

the curator -in- charge of the Cana- 
dian Museum of Civilisation in 
Hull. Que. He is also a well known 
artist. 

McMaster provided visiting Ca- 
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St. Laurent Métis from Manitoba showed up in large number 

to celebrate their inclusion in the museum. The St. Laurent 

fiddlers participated in the procession and performed at the 

Canadian Embassy, located just blocks from the museum. 

nadian journalists with a guided 

tour of the museum prior to the 

official opening. 
He explained the significance of 

the exhibits The museum is dedi- 

cated to being different from tra- 

ditional museum exhibits that dis- 

play Indigenous peoples as quaint 
relia of the past, he said. 

"We're not just passive victims 

of change. We've survived." 
In the past, the authority for de- 

ciding how Indigenous peoples 
would be depicted in museums 
rested with the museums. Now it 

resat with Indigenous peoples, he 

said. 
"You'll hear a Native voice; you're 

in a Native place. Indian people 

will be showing you their world 
views and we don't all think alike." 

The building is visually striking, 
finished with multilinear, honey 
colored Kasoa dolomithic lime- 

stone. The five storey, 250,000 

square foot museum is surrounded 
by an eastern lowland landscape 

and Indigenous vegetation. The en- 

trance faces east towards the rising 

The pieces of Kasoa vary in size 

and surface treatment, giving the 

building the appearance of a strati- 

fied stone mass that has been carved 

by wind and water. 
Washingtonians of all walla of life 

seem to approve of the uniqueness 

and freshness of the newest struc- 
ture on the Mall. 

Inside, after you pass the wel- 

come wall that features an elec- 

tronic photo montage greeting visi- 

tors in 150 Native languages, the 

most striking visual feature o the 
Potomac, a central rotunda that 
rises more than 30 metres (100 

feet) to form a dome of concentric 
circles. Crystal prisms face south 
and use sunlight to create a light 
show inside the Potomac. 

McMaster said they're designed to 
converge on June 21, the summer 
solstice. Around the floor of the 
Potomac is a metal sculpture, a cir- 
cular wall of woven metal that pays 
tribute to basket weaving cultures. 

The NMAI rests on a 4.25 acre 
site east of the Smithsonian's Na- 
tional Air and Space Museum 
where you can see moon rocks, Neil 
Armstrong's spacesuit from the his- 
toric first lunar landing, Charles 
Lindberg's Spirit of St. Lois and 
the Skylab orbital workshop, 
among a host of other exhibits. 
NMAI is located just south of the 
U.S. Capitol Building whose 
gleaming white dome dominates 
the city's skyline. The Washington 
Monument is a couple of blocks 
south of the museum, the White 
House a few blocks away to the 
southwest. 

The Lelawillrearer, 120- seat cir- 
cular theatre on the fourth floor 
offers a 13 -minute multi -media 
experience entitled "Who we are" 
and prepares visitors for what awaits 
them elsewhere in the museum. 

The Cultural Resources Centre 
houses objects not on display at 
NMAI, and is located in Suiteland, 
Maryland. Only 8,000 objects out 
of the total collection of 800,000 
are in the NMAI. Those objects are 
a matter of some controversy. They 
were accumulated by George 
Gustav Heye, a wealthy non -Na- 
tive New York investment banker 
who, beginning in 1903, travelled 
throughout North and South 
America acquiring Indigenous ar- 
Maces. Upon his death in 1957, an 

act of congress was passed coming 
the collection over the original 
Museum of the American Indian 
which was founded by Heye in 

1916. 
That museum was not accessi- 

ble to the public and drew few visi- 

tors. Many American Indians see 

the new museum as being a con- 
tinuation of that cultural appropria- 

tion. 
Oneida comic Charlie Hill, in a 

performance at the Kennedy Cen- 
tre the night before the museum 
opening, showed just how bitter the 

sentiment is in some corners. He 

suggested the objects should be 

given back to their owners and 
earned loud applause from the 
mostly Native audience. 

There was a Canadian element 

involved in the comedy show as 

well. Hill shared the bill with Alex- 

ander Fuss Nation (Alberta) comic 
Don Burnstick. Curve Lake 
Ojibway Drew Hayden Taylor was 

the master of ceremonies. 
The content of the museum it- 

self is seen as a little tame by many. 

There is no in- your -fare reminder 
of the injustices visited upon 
American Indians by the newcom- 

ers. West told the Washington Port 

that will come in time but it's not 
something that would have helped 

get the NMAI established. 
Ipndrpeaker sired Canadian art- 

ist Mary Anne Barkhouse, a mem- 

ber of the Nimpkish First Nation 
(Kwakiutl Nation on Vancouver 

Island) what she thought of the 

museum. The artist's "The Bayer" 
was on display on the Canadian 
Embassy. 

"Where's the dissent," she asked 
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[news] 
Details scarce on new health funding 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

OTTAWA 

The national chief of the As- 
sembly of First Nations (AFN) 
and the federal Indian Affairs 
minister both came up a little 
short when they were asked for 
details about how the promised 
injection of money into Aborigi- 
nal health care -as much as $1 
billion -will occur. 

Prime Minister Paul Martin 
had announced the funding on 
Sept. 13, just before he and pro- 
vincial and territorial leaders sat 
down with representatives from 
national Aboriginal organizations 
to discuss the state of Native 
health and health care program- 
ming. 

Martin announced that a $200 
million transitional fund will al- 
low federal, provincial and Abo- 
riginal governments to sort out 
jurisdictional battles that have 
hindered the effective delivery of 
health care in the past. A $100 
million human resource fund will 
allow more Aboriginal doctors, 
nurses and other health care pro- 
fessionals to be educated and pre- 
pared for the workforce. And a 
$400 million fund was an- 
nounced to deal with issues that 
seem to be prevalent in all regions 
of the country, such as diabetes, 
youth suicide and maternal and 
child care. 

It was also promised that an "es- 
calator clause" would allow Abo- 
riginal groups to get their share 
of new monies transferred to the 
provinces as a result of any agree- 
ment between the federal and 
provincial and territorial govern- 
ments. This escalator clause will 
allow for money beyond the $700 
million to be targeted at improv- 
ing Aboriginal health. 

"If you put the two together 
we're talking about a financial 

commitment of over a billion 
dollars," said national chief Phil 
Fontaine. 

Reporters wanted proof that 
the money wouldn't disappear 
into a bureaucratic sinkhole. 
Fontaine said the money would 
not stay in Ottawa, but would go 
out to the communities. 

"What I'm confident about is 

that a large percentage of the 
funds will go directly to the First 
Nation governments to deliver di- 
rectly to their citizens in our com- 
munities," he said. "But that 
won't necessarily be at the front 
end in some cases. For example, 
the $100 million for health hu- 
man resources, that's directed to 
ensuring that we have more Abo- 
riginal doctors and nurses and 
other health professionals. That 
won't necessarily at the front end 
go to First Nation communities, 
but the long -term benefits are 
going to be substantial. But the 
$400 million for diabetes, youth 
suicide and maternal and child 
care, that goes directly to First 
Nation citizens and hopefully a 
good effort will be made to en- 
sure that we have a more effec- 
tive public education program 
with respect to diabetes." 

Minister Andy Scott said the 
government will judge the success 
or failure of its attempt to im- 
prove Aboriginal health by the 

"I would agree completely that to look at 
health or wellness exclusively from a 

perspective of illness is a mistake. There are 
a number of educational issues, housing is 

particularly important, even the kind of 
hope that comes from knowing that there 

are economic opportunities out there, all of 
these things bear on well-being." 

-Indian Affairs Minister Andy Scott 
results achieved. 

"This is going to be measured 
against outcomes, not about how 
much money's spent. Everybody 
today was talking about this isn't 
about just spending money; it's 
about changing various health 
and wellness outcomes in the 
Aboriginal community where 
they fall well behind the rest of 
the country. My sense is that's 
going to require us to make sure 
this gets to the ground because 
otherwise the outcomes won't be 
affected," he said. 

But when he was asked how 
that would work, he was not pre- 
pared to offer any detailed re- 
sponse. 

The one thing that everybody 
agreed on is it won't be one size 
firs all. The needs in some areas 
of the country are very different 
from others," the minister said. 

He defended spending $200 
million to son out jurisdictional 
disputes among the three levels of 
government. 

"My most personal experience 
around this had to do with a task 
force I did as a backbencher in 
the mid -1990s on disability and, 
quite frankly, it was awful to the 
extent to which people, human 
beings with needs, were being 
subjected to all kinds ofjurisdic- 
tional wrangling that got in the 
way of any government's ability 

to offer what would be funda- 
mental support. This has to be 
attended to. It's real. Ills a real 
challenge, and the first thing you 
do with a real challenge is to ac- 
knowledge is Then people with 
good will and creative intelligence 
can figure out how to deal with 
these things. And I think today 
was a step in the right direction 
in that regard," he said. 

"Ultimately, it's to get to a place 
where the systems that exist in 
your part of Canada -some de- 
livered by the provinces, some by 
us and some delivered by First 
Nations -so that those support 
systems that exist are done in a 
much more integrated way so that 
they're really based on the need 
of the client. Its going to cost 
money to get from here to there," 
he said. 

He was asked if he saw the poor 
housing situation as a health issue. 

"I would agree completely that 
to look at health or wellness ex- 
clusively from a perspective of ill- 
ness is a mistake. There are a 
number of educational issues, 
housing is particularly important, 
even the kind of hope that comes 
from knowing that there are eco- 
nomic opportunities out there, all 
of these things bear on well -be- 
ing," he said. 

He was asked if bureaucrats 
would use the funding preparing 

A career for you. 
Skills for your community. 

plans and doing studies. 
"We're not talking about study- 

ing anything. We're actually talk- 
ing about having different play- 
ers from the community, from the 
provinces and from the federal 
government sit down and actu- 
ally get the job done," he re- 
sponded. 

The prime minister an- 
nounced today that the govern- 
ment of Canada put $700 mil- 
lion of new money on the table 
to dig holes and do things and get 
the outcomes that we're talking 
about. We can't do it by ourselves. 
We have to do it collaboratively, 
otherwise we'll get all kinds of 
attention but we won't get the 
outcomes that we want, and that 
wouldn't be good for anybody." 

When he was asked who would 
check to see the money goes 
where its supposed to go, Scott 
said that as vice -chair of the Cabi- 
net committee on Aboriginal is- 
sues he would have a large role to 
play in that area. 

Some regions of Health Canada 
have sizable deficits. Scott was 
asked if any of the "new money" 
would be used to pay down old 
debts. 

"Those are the details that the 
Prime Minister of Canada has 
asked officials from the provinces 
and officials from the government 
of Canada to solve now... We're 
working out those details now," 
he said. 

Asked if non -insured health 
benefits (NIHB) funding would 
be restored, he repeated that the 
government is "working out the 
details." 

The NIHB are health goods or 
services not covered by other fed- 
eral, provincial, territorial or 
third -party health insurance 
plans, and include drugs, medi- 
cal transportation, dental care, 
vision care, medical supplies and 
equipment, and crisis interven- 
tion mental health counselling. 

(see Health funding page 24.) 

ADR 
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Windspeaker Staff Wri 
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Develop your skills. Expand your knowledge. Help your community. We're serious about offering 
employment opportunities to Aboriginal people at CIBC. The CIBC Career Access Program will help you gain valuable skills, 
secure employment and enjoy a career that makes a difference In people's lives every day. 

Our Career Access Program is designed to provide benefits for both you and your community. Here's how it works: 
with our guidance, you'll take one of four paths based on your interests, abilities and experience. These four paths are: 
Student Support; Skills Training; Career Development; and Direct -Hire Support Over you successfully complete one of the 
paths, you can pursue an exciting career with CIBC. 

Aboriginal employees have established themselves throughout CIBC in a wide variety of departments and occupations. 
Many opportunities are available, such as: - 

Aboriginal Banking, Regional Manager Telephone Banking, Sales Representative 
Human Resources, Consultant Technical Services, Developer 

So, if Its time to develop your potential and give back to your community, then think about a career at CIBC: 

Need more information on the CIBC Career Access Program? 
Call (416) 307 -3208 or e-mail us at ccap@cibc.com 
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OCTOBEF 
Native Caned 

Toronto, Oi 

OCTOBE 
Coast Terra 
Edmonton, I 
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Native Friends 
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Thanks to all of you who 
informed 

PLEASE SEND TO: The AF 

CIBC 

For what matters. 

Cac,nanks all applicants for their Interest. im,,,,. only those under consideration will be. "maoea.ias.,n sobrd,tk, will be considered OK is committed to diversity in ou,.,",kioe,e 
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ADR process open to government pressure 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

OTTAWA 

Imagine a hockey game where 
one team gets to review every de- 
cision made by the referee and can 
then rewrite the rules to suit its 
own purposes even after the game 
has 

A well -placed source says that's 
going on right now in Canada 
with the alternative dispute reso- 

lution (ADR) process for survi- 
vors of residential schools. 

One team can move the net 
whenever its opponent threatens 
to score. The team with the ad- 
vantage is the federal government; 
the team without any advantage 
at all is made up entirely of Na- 
tive people. 

The source agreed to speak to 
Windspeaker on the condition 
that he or she not be identified, 
and works close to the federal 
government's ADR process set up 
by Indian Residential Schools 
Resolution Canada ( IRSRC). 
The ADR was designed to pro- 
vide a way for survivors to pur- 
sue compensation claims for 
physical and /or sexual abuse al- 

legedly suffered in the schools 
without having to endure the 
confrontational atmosphere 
found in a courtroom. 

Canada is faced with 12,000 
residential school claims. About 
700 of those claimants have opted 
for the ADR process. 

Despite the fact that almost a 

year has gone by since Ralph 
Goodale, the minister then re- 

sponsible for IRSRC, announced 
the ADR process, fewer than 50 
cases have proceeded. 

Several cases have been decided. 
We know that because several 
cases have been appealed. 

The source said adjudicators 
know that the 80 or more Jus- 
tice department lawyers work- 
ing on residential school cases 

will closely examine every de- 
cision they make. Government 
can then re -write the ADR 
guidelines if a decision threat- 
ens to go in a direction that 
could end up costing the gov- 
ernment more money. 

And since the chief adjudica- 
tor, former Saskatchewan Court 
of Queen's Bench judge Ted 
Hughes, has not yet ruled on the 

"With the appeal, the government is 

hoping, in my opinion, to show the 
adjudicators how strict the rules are. And 
these are rules written by the party being 

sued with no court supervision, and that is 

absurd... The system is fundamentally 
flawed and an enormous waste of 

bureaucratic time and money tens of 
millions of dollars." 

-Lawyer Darcy Merkur 
appeals, the 38 adjudicators (of 
whom four are Aboriginal) don't 
know how much support they'll 
receive in the face of what insid- 
ers have no doubt felt is severe 

government 
All the sources contacted for 

this story said the chief adjudica- 
tor is a man of impeccable integ- 
rity, but they worry nonetheless 
the process may be tilted too far 
in the government's favor. 

Lawyer Darcy Merkur, with 
Toronto law firm Thompson 
Rogers, is working on the na- 
tional class action lawsuit to have 

the government's arbitrary refusal 
to consider claims for loss of lan- 
guage and culture and other re- 

lated claims overruled. 
Merkur told Windspeaker that 

under the ADR rules, the chief 
adjudicator has "no significant 
rights to alter the process." 

ASSEMBLY OF FIRST NATIONS 
RENEWAL COMMISSION 

LET youR VOICE BE HEARD! 

PARTICIPATE g`( NOVEMBER if 2004 

The Assembly of First Nations, 
your national political organization, has created 

The AFN Renewal Commission 

UPCOMING 
PUBLIC HEARINGS 

INCLUDE 
SEPTEMBER 28 
Matte Shaputuan 
Sept -lien, Quebec 
OCTOBER 4 -5 

Native Canadian Center 
Toronto, Ontario 
OCTOBER 5 

Coast Terrace Inn 
Edmonton, Alberta 
OCTOBER 20 

Native Friendship Center 
Val-d'Or, Quebec 

NOVEMBER 10 -11 
Hyatt Regency Hotel 

Montreal, Quebec 

This Commission is collecting information 
from all citizens across Canada. 

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM: 
LEADERSHIP 

FIRST NATIONS INDIVIDUALS 
ELDERS, WOMEN & YOUTH 

FIRST NATIONS ORGANIZATIONS 
URBAN GROUPS & ASSOCIATIONS 

FRIENDSHIP CENTERS 
EVERYONE 

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO VOICE YOUR 
OPINIONS AND IDEAS FOR A STRONG 
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION 

e Public hearing presentations 
e Written submissions can be sent to the address 

found at the bottom of this ad. 
e Fill out our questionnaire on the web at 

www.afn.ca /commission.htm 

PLEASE CALL OUR TOLL FREE LINE 
1.866.869.6789 TO ORDER A 
FREE INFORMATION KIT 

Thanks to all of you who have contributed your thoughts and ideas 
For more information contact: John Boudrias - Communications 

fora Renewed Assembly of First Nations. 
Officer (613) 241 -6789 ext. 210 

PLEASE SEND TO: The AFN Renewal Commission, 1 Nicholas Skeet, Ste.1022, Ottawa. Ontario Kl N 7B7 

October 2009 

One appeal recently sparked 
outrage among the lawyers repre- 
senting residential school survi- 
vors and their clients. The deputy 
minister of IRSRC, Mario Dion, 
asked the chief adjudicator to re- 
view a case where adjudicator 
Terrance Chin took a liberal view 
of the ADR rules. 

He awarded $1,500 to Flora 
Merrick, an ailing 88- year -old 
woman who was strapped severely 

for running away from school af- 
ter she was denied permission to 
return home to attend a parent's 
funeral. Even though lawyers and 
survivors saw the amount to be 

small- the government actually 
pays just 70 per cent of that 
amount or $1,050 -the deputy 
minister 

r 

raised a number of pro- 
duraic cedural complainer with the ad- 

judicator's reasoning. 
Merkur sees the appeal of the 

Merrick decision to be a govern- 
ment attempt to send a message 

to the adjudicators. 
"With the appeal, the govern- 

ment is hoping, in my opinion, 
to show the adjudicators how 
strict the rules are. And these are 

rules written by the parry being 
sued with no court supervision, 
and that is absurd," the lawyer 
said. "They're being shown they 
have no options. They can only 
assess credibility and award dam- 
ages within a very strict set of 
rules. The system is fundamen- 
tally flawed and an enormous 
waste of bureaucratic time and 
money-tens of millions of dol- 
lars." 

Windspeaker} inside source 
said adjudicators are being sub- 
tly intimidated by the fact that 
the Roman Catholic Church 
and the United Church, the two 
churches that ran schools that 
have not signed an agreement 
to pay a 30 per cent share of 
damage awards, are allowed to 
participate in ADR hearings. 
They do so on what is called an 
"ad hoc" basis, meaning they 
can attend as they see fit. 

Adjudicators, our source said, 
are worried that a strong decision 
rendered against one of those 
churches will result in the 
churches walking away from the 
ADR process forever. That would 
mean that survivors who are 
awarded damage would not be 

able to collect 30 per cent of their 
just compensation. 

(see ADR process page 24.) 

L&L l3f74DO 
AND MORE 

3 cut 10/0 70 colors 
3 cut 1210 31 colors 
Charlotte 13/0 56 colors 
Charlotte 11/0 57 colors 
Delica beads 93 colors 
Seedbeads 10/0. 156 colors 

Leo & Leona Thiessen 

Phone & Fast (780) 352 -0168 1- 800386 -7251 

Jimmy 
TOO Step 

Easy 
Auto Sales 

YOfJ' ef APPltOV : [?r!. 

Specializing in Aboriginal Credit 

Bad Credit, No Credit, Divorce, Bankruptcy 
Trucks, Cars, SUV5, Vans -- view O www.autotrader.com 

Let Jimmy Too Step Help You Today! 
First Step: Call The Credit Hotline 1.780. 352.6465 

or E -mail: easyauto Oteius.net 

Second Step: YOU'RE APPROVED!!! 

$500.00 Cash Rebate With This Coupon 
Name First Middle: Last: 

DOB.Yea Day: Month: 

sue 
Cityrrown: Province: 

Address: 
Length at Present Address- Months: Years 

Employer: 
Occupation: 
Length a Present Employer- Months: Years: 

If less than two yrs. Prey. Employer- Month, _lean:_Oanputoty 
Home Telephone: - - 
Work Telephone. - - 

Mail to: EASY AUTO SALES do Jimmy Too Step 

4713 - 56 Street, WetaakiWte, Alberta T9A 1V6 
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Follow your path, 
follow your dreams. 

The letter adds that "federal agen- 

ties, in particular Indian and 
Northern Affairs Canada, take the 
view that agreements are success- 
fully implemented if federal con- 
tractual commitments have been 
discharged in a way that withstands 
legal challenge. This is a minimalist 
view that prevents agreements from 
delivering to us the full range of 
rights and benefits that we negoti- 
ated. Federal agenda have lost sight 
of the objectives of these agree- 

m 
ent," 
LCAC again quoted the auditor 

general in the letter. 
INAC seems focused on fulfill- 

ing the letter of the land claims 

By Paul Barnsley implementation plan but not the 

Windspeaker Staff Writer spirit. Officials may believe that 
they lawman their obligations, but 
in fact they have not worked to 
support the full intent of the land 
claims agreements," Fraser re- 
ported. 

LCAC called for "a new atti- 
tude." 

"What is called for is a change 
in the perspective, indeed in the 
very culture of the government of 
Canada in respect of its view of the 
new relationship set our in land 
claims and self -government agree- 

merits; the report states. 
The coalition proposes that it 

should work directly with the 
Cabinet Committee on Aboriginal 
Affairs "to formulate and adopt a 
dear statement of measurable ob- 
Maims." 

Edward Allen, the chief meal - 
rive officer of the Nisgáa Lisims 
government, said the coalition 
members find that some federal 
departments "are more informed 
than others" when it comes to un- 
derstanding the concept of a na- 
tion ro nation comprehensive land 
claim. Some sources in govern- 
ment say that many officials do not 
believe in the concept of a third 
order of Aboriginal government 
Those officials continue to act like 
Indian agents by treating the Abo- 
riginal parties as junior, rather than 
equal, partners. The report 
touched carefully on this problem. 

"The members of the coalition 
are not aware of any policy having 
been explicitly adopted by the gov- 

ernment of Canada that the ob- 

jectives of entering into the agree- 

ment are to be forgotten or ignored 
once it has obtained the Aborigi- 
nal signatures on the document. 
And per that has become the en- 
trenched attitude of department of 
Indian Affairs and Northern De- 
velopment," it states. "This attitude 
has led at least some of the Abo- 
riginal peoples who have entered 
in good faith into these modern 
land claim agreements to conclude 
that there have been deliberate, 
continuing efforts on the part of 
the federal Crown to minimize, 
frustrate and even extinguish the 
rights and benefits that Aboriginal 
parties expected would accrue from 

their treaties." 
Allen said there are negotiations 

underway that could see changes 
in this area He could not comment 
further. Aldridge confirmed that 
but also would not comment fur- 

ther. 
"These are delicate times," he 

said. 
But he left the impression that 

something would happen soon. 
Aldridge said when all the na- 

tions with modem treaties spoke 
with one voice and were backed up 
by the auditor general, it carried a 

lot of weight with the PMO. 
"We believe there are two key el- 

ements. We need a system of meas- 
uring results against objectives. And 
there must be a mechanism so that 
all departments in government are 
aware of the requirement to act in 
conformity with the new relation- 
ship the modem land daim agree- 
ments represent," he said. 

Paths lead us towards new challenges, 

opportunities and adventures. 

Shell and the National Aboriginal 
Achievement Foundation help make 

educational paths shine brightly 

for Aboriginal students. 

[ news ] 

Implementation deal may be imminent 

OTTAWA 

An announcement of a new 
process to oversee implementation 
of modern daybed daim and self - 
government agreements may come 
in early October. 

If it does become a reality it will 

be in large parr because of a docu- 
ment prepared by a coalition of 
seven Indigenous nations that have 

signed self -government agreements 
with Canada. 

Government sources say the 
Prime Minister's Office (PMO) is 

taking the concerns raised in the 
document to heart. Jim Aldridge, 
general legal counsel for the Nisg'a 
Lisims government, confirmed that 
on Sept. 29. "We get the sense that 
we are being rapes seriously," he 
said. "Let's put it this way, we 
haven't been brushed off" 

The coalition has offered to work 
together with the federal govern- 
ment to find a solution to several 

serious complaints. 
November, more than 350 

people associated with groups that 
have finalized land claim agree- 
ments met for two days in Ottawa 
fora conference entitled "Redefin- 
ing Relationships: learning from 
a decade of land daim implemen- 
tation." 

They identified several kev ele- 
ments and concluded that it must 
be recognized that it is the federal 
Crown, not Indian and Northern 
Affairs Canada (INAC) that is the 
partner in land daim and self gov- 
ernment agreements if the relation- 
ship is to be a healthy one. There 
must be a federal commitment to 
move beyond "mere technical com- 
pliance" to the agreements to build 
a new relationship with self- govern- 

ing nations. And a body that is in- 
dependent from INAC must over- 
see how things are progressing. 

It was in March that a 20 -page 

policy discussion pa- 
per was sent, along 
with a letter, to Prime 
Minister Paul Martin 
urging fundamental 
reforms to "the fed- 

eral government's ap- 
proach toward imple- 
mentation of land 
claim agreements- 
modern treaties." A 
copy of the paper was 

only recently ac- 
quired by this publi- 

leaders of the 
Council of Yukon 
First Nations, the 
Grand Council of the 
Crees, the Gwich'in The signing of the Nisga'a Final 
Tribal Council, the 

Agreement in 1998 was something to sing 
Inuvialuit Regional 

about, but the years of implementation 
Corporation, the 

that followed have the Nisga'a Lisims Nsgi w a Lisims Gov- 
ent, Nunavut government unimpressed. 

Tnngavik Inc. and the Salons Sec- 

retariat were signatories of the let- 
ter. Senior officials of all the group 
members signed the policy paper. 

The group calls itself the Land 
Claim Agreement Coalition 
(LCAC). 

They reminded the prime min- 
er that Auditor General Sheila 

Fraser had audited the manage- 
ment of two of the agreements - 
10 years after they were signed- 
and concluded that INAC officials 
"had not worked to support the hell 

intent of the land claim agree- 
ments." 

Many officials with LCAC mem- 
ber organizations have long com- 
plained that implementation of 
agreements was not priority with 
the department. The report makes 
those complaints public. 

"There is growing frustration 
with the federal government's ap- 
proach to implementing agree- 
ments," the letter to the prime min. 
aster sates, "and unmistakable signs 
that the original good will and hope 
generated with the signing of these 
agreements is being undermined." 

AN INDEPENDENT CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR SERVING THE RETAILER SINCE 1821 

Your Distribution Specialists 
Timely delivery service, multiple warehouses 

Electronic reporting facilities 
Easy to read order guide /catalogues 
Quarterly flyer "Sales Specials" 
Multiple ordering options 

Low shipping minimums 

Central Office: 
5445 - 8th Street NE 

Calgary, Alberta T2M 4M5 
Phone: (403) 275 -7360 

Fax: (403) 275 -3921 
Website: www.wacl.com 

Shell congratulates 
the recipients of the 
2004 Shell Canada 

Aboriginal Scholarships. 

You're on a great path 
to o bright future! 

www.shell.ca 
www.naaf.ca 
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This home 
is perched on 

an eroding' 
embankment. The 

chief says the people 
living there may one 

day wake to find 
their home in the 

bay. 

Chief Henry Scow get 
emotional when he talk 

about the heath 
problems his communit 

has had to endure 

This M 
By Debora Steel 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

KWICKSUTAINEUK, B. 

In a classic case of irony, t 
community of Kwicksutaine: 
First Nation, in which the wa1 
is undrinkable and the hour 
are unlivable, rests on the shot 
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This home 
is perched on 

an eroding' 
embankment. The 

chief says the people 
living there may one 

day wake to find 
their home in the 

bay 

This is the 
home of 

two- year -old Ella. 
She spent much of 

her first year in 
hospital with 

respiratory 
problems. 

Mold 
covers 
the 
bedroom 
ceiling of 
Bea 
Smith's 
home 

This is the 
home of 

Bea Smith. 
A notice on her 

front door warns 
people they are risking 

their health 
if they visit. 

[ news ] 

National Chief Phil Fontaine 
acknowledges that this 
community is in crisis, but 
says it is not alone. More 
than 100 First Nations live 
under a boil water advisory 
and 85 per cent of existing 
homes on reserve are in 
desperate need of repair 

Chief Henry Scow gets 
emotional when he talks 

about the health 
problems his community 

has had to endure. 

PHOTOS BV MORA STEEL 

The community of Kwicksutaineuk is located on Gilford Island off the northern tip of Vancouver 
Island and accessible only by boat or air. 

An elderly 
woman a 

wheelchair lives 
here. The foundation 
is giving way making 
it difficult for her to 
wheel from one end 

to another. 

This Mold House: A community at risk 
By Debora Steel 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

KWICKSUTAINEUK, B.C. 

In a classic case of irony, the 
community of Kwicksutaineuk 
First Nation, in which the water 
is undrinkable and the houses 
are unlivable, rests on the shores 

of a place called Health Bay. 
Health Bay is located in a re- 

mote area on Gilford Island near 
the northern tip of Vancouver Is- 
land accessible only by float 
plane or boat. 

Respiratory illnesses caused 
by the mold- infected homes send 
small children and the elderly out 
of the community to hospital 
with regularity. A water system 

in disrepair for the last eight 
years has the 40 residents, de- 
termined to maintain a presence 
there, bathing in salt water, their 
skin prone to rashes and other 
ailments. 

Drinking water is shipped in 
from Fanny Bay, and has been 
for five years at the cost of the 
water and a $300 cargo for each 
month. 

The e5 are back .r, fie City. Lets ride. 

Northlands Park presents 

[HERRFille s Rodea 
THE PROFESSIONAL RODEO CHAMPIONSHIPS OF CANADA 

November 10 -14, 2004 I Rexall Place I Tickets on sale at Ticketmaster I canadianfinalsrodeo.ca 

CÁN 
T E L U S EPCQR 

The health centre is infested 
with mice, and the doctor, who 
has been visiting the community 
for the past 28 years, is con- 
cerned about hanta virus and 
other diseases such infestation 
brings. 

The community health rep 
lives in one of the 21 homes 
in the community. Tacked to 
her door is a warning: "Atten- 

tion Visitors. It has been found 
that I have MOLD in my 
home," it reads. "Please be 
aware when you come to my 
house that you are putting 
yourself at risk." She's been 
made to sign a waiver freeing 
the government of liability for 
any health complaints it she 
continues to reside there. 

(see Mold page 20.) 
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DIGITAL PRINTING 

NEEDS 
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NEWSLETTERS 
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suck &WHITE PC 

FULL- COLOUR 

MAC 8 PC 
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Printing and Publishing 
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for free quote or more informatica volt www.eingwakwu.onxe 
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[ people ] 

Starr's. tough talk hides the nerd in her heart 
By Suzanne Methot 
Windspeaker Contributor 

TORONTO 

Kinnie Starr might look delicate, 
but looks an be deceiving. Dur- 
ing a recent show at Toronto's 
Harbourfront Centre she told the 
audience if they remained in their 
seats they would be "asked to 
leave." Everyone laughed, but they 
stood up as instructed, because they 
knew she wasn't kidding. 

"I'm not known for being po- 
lite," Starr said in a pre -show in- 
terview. "I respect people, but 1 

don't hold my tongue." 
Starr was thrust into the spot- 

light in the early 1990s when a 

friend pushed her onstage during 
an open -mic night at a club in 

New York. By her third encore, 
legend has it, the predominantly 
African- American audience was 
providing an improvised backbeat 
of djembe drumming, hand claps, 
and stomps. The experience con- 
vinced Starr, who had just started 
her first band after teaching her- 
self drums and guitar, that she 
should write more songs. She re- 
leased her debut cassette, Tidy, in 
1996. 

Starr's material often concerns 
itself with the history of the dis- 
possessed. She believes that one of 
her jobs as a performer is to edu- 
cate others about that history. 

"I've started to realize lately that 
Igetschooled, too," Srazcsaid.ëEB 
be on stage shooting my mouth off, 
up there all arrogant, thinking I 
know something, and I'll get off- 
stage and someone will pull me 
aside and tell me I'm wrong. It's 
kind of cool. I don't mind stum- 
bling publicly" 

Starr recently stumbled in a big 
way. She signed on as a performer 
in Cirque du Soled's Zumanity, a 
non -touring show performed twice 
daily in Las Vegas. But the regi- 
mented performance style bored 
her. She lasted only a few weeks. 

"I'm glad I worked for Cirque," 

she said. "It was a sex show, so 1 

was constantly told to be more 
sexy. I learned to be less restricted 
in my body, and I'm grateful for 

Starr's music is an eclectic mix of 
hip -hop, spoken word, and pop, 
with dashes of grunge and hard 
rock thrown in for good measure. 
It's hard to categorize, and it means 
that she will never get mainstream 
radio play and the wide success that 
brings. But that's something she 
says she's comfortable with. 

Growing up, I was never the star 

athlete, or the star student," Starr 
said. "I was very awkward. My 
mom would take me and my 
brothers to get our hair cut to- 
gether, so I had a boy's hair cur. I 

couldn't do sports. I was exrraordi- 
narily skinny, and a total geek I am 
totally comfortable being the nerd. 

I really don't mind. I've realized that 
its kind of my position in the 
world, as the outsider." 

Starr did have a record deal with 
a major label, Mercury Records (Is- 

land/Def Jam), back in the late 
1990s. But her music didn't con- 
form to their formula, so they had 
no idea what to do with her. She 
was released from her contract and 
the album she'd recorded was 
shelved. Starr worked independ- 
ently for a while, but in 2003 she 
signed a deal with Maple Music, 
which released her most recent CD, 
Sun Again. 

"Maple Music is an open - 
minded record label that doesn't 
believe in sinking hundreds of 
thousands of dollars into the mar- 
keting of an artist. There's no pres- 
sure on me to sell a Nazi l l ion records 
or take my clothes off. It's the type 
of label where I can call up the 
president and he'll take my call," 
Starr said. 

Her reluctance to play on her 
looks wasn't the only way she re- 
sisted major -label marketing. She 
also refused to exoticize her Native 
ancestry. "When I started my ca- 
reer," Starr explained, "I didn't feel 
like I should talk about my 
Mohawk blood. I thought it might 

Northwest Territory Métis Nation 
Negotiations Secretariat 

Invitation to be enumerated in the land, 
resources, and government agreement 

The Northwest Tentage Mets Nation Negotiations Secretarial a currently negotiating a lands 
and resources contract with the federal and arrival governments. This process is Mage and 
unprecedented in Canada, and provides a range of benefits to Métis including last and resources, 
harvesting, economic names and self -government M integral pan of the process includes 
enumerating (counting) all cite eligible indigenous Métis beneficiaries to the final agreement. So 
this is your incitation to be counted as a beneficiary! 

The Mans Nation defines "Indigenous Mats" as 
person who meets the following criteria: 

You or one of your ancestors resided in or around the communities of Fort Smith, Fort 
Resolution or Nay River on or before December 31, 1921 and used and occupied the 
traditional enemy of the SWIMS 

. You are not registered as an Indian under the mantel 
, You are of mined abating and non- aboriginal descent or of Chlpevryan, Slaver, or Crest descent 

A "Designated Community' means one or all of: 
Fort Smith and area . Hay River and area Fort Resolution and area 

REGISTER NOW! 

It you would like to be enumerated or it you have any questions on the eligibility criteria, please 
contest the Enumeration Project Manager at the address below: 

Leah Besjarlais 

Enumeration Project Manager 
NWTMN Negotiations Secretariat 
Box 12g, Fart Smith, NT NOE 0P0 

Phone: 867- 872 -4044 

Toll- free:1- 877 -345 -7075 

Fax: 867 -872 -2404 
enumeraaon.sewenngaumnneLm 
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be used as a press tool. The white 
press is always like, 'Wow, you're 
pan Native. That is so fabulous.' 

But why is that fabulous? To me, 
there's so much pain in being Na- 
rive, and in being of mixed ances- 

try. It's a tough place to be some- 
times." 

(see New label page 21.) 
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Professional artists who are 
35 years old or younger, have 
Canadian citizenship and are 
interested in representing 
Team Canada in the cultural 
competitions, should register now. 

November 30, 2004 is the deadline 

1+1 carer runner* 
Nears tllen 

ists Wanted 
to represent Canada in the 

cultural competitions of 
the V Games of La Francophonie 
in Niamey, Niger, from December 7 to 17, 2005 

Official disciplines: 

Song 
Storytelling 
Traditionally inspired original dance 
Literature (short story) 
Painting 
Photography 
Sculpture 

to submit an application. 

Information. 

Cobalt Events 
Canada's Cultural Team Artist Selection 
V Games of La Francophonie Cultural Competitions 
Ottawa, Ontario K1N 9M2 
Telephone: (613) 755 -2550 
Fax: (613) 789 -3562 
E -mail: infojeuxehecobalt.ca 
Web site: www.canadianheritage.gc.ca 

Canadä 

Working in partnership 
with Aboriginal communities. 

Tolko Industries Ltd. 
Marketing and manufacturing specialty forest products with 

Divisions in BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan & Manitoba 

www.tolko.com 
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Sun on the Mountains, Book I 
The Story of Blue Eye 
By Tyler Trafford 
Thistledown Press Ltd., 2009 
$18.95; 349 pages (sc) 

Not since I devoured saga a 
saga by that great chronicler of 
American West, Zane Grey, 
years ago have I enjoyed a st 
of the wide open spaces so me 
Canadian author T3 

Trafford's first Sun on the Mo 
rains series novel set in our c 

unique 19th century Prairie la 
some fills two voids that Grey 
wonderful a writer as hi v 

could nor. Back then, I wunde 
why we didn't have any sto 
about the Canadian West as g, 
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New writer rivals 
Zane Grey's genius 

Sun on the Mountains, Book I 
The Story of Blue Eye 
By Tyler Trafford 
Thistledown Press Ltd., 2004 
$18.95; 349 pages (sc) 

Not since I devoured saga after 
saga by that great chronicler of the 
American West, Zane Grey, 45 
years ago have I enjoyed a story 
of the wide open spaces so much. 

Canadian author Tyler 
Trafford's first Sun on the Moun- 
tains series novel set in our own 
unique 19th century Prairie land -. 
scape fills two voids that Grey, as 
wonderful a writer as he was, 
could nor. Back then, I wondered 
why we didn't have any stories 
about the Canadian West as good 
as the ones Grey wrote. Now, 
with publication of The Story of 
Blue Eye, we do, and I hope 
Trafford follows with another 
absorbing and meticulously re- 
searched Western adventure novel 
soon. 

I also used to wonder why In- 
dians never got to be the main 
characters in Grey's books, bliss- 
fully unaware as I was back then 
of social mores spilling over into 
the publishing trade. Who could 
have known I'd eventually see a 
writer as good as Trafford step up 
to the plate and fill that void too. 

Trafford has produced a first - 
rate and historically accurate de- 
piction of Plains Indian horse 
culture that, while it spans the 
49th parallel, is unabashedly cen- 
tred on the Bow River area ofAl- 
berta. When the story begins, 
Blue Eye is 16. He is the grand- 
son of a white Quaker fur trader 
and a Nahathaway woman who 
establish the Sun On The Moun- 
tains trading post on the bank of 
the Bow River facing the Rocky 
Mountains. Blue Eye's mother, 
Hannah, and a Piikani man 
named Grey Horse raise ex- 
tremely fast horses they call Run- 
ners that are eagerly sought after 
by buffalo hunters. The story is 

about Blue Eye's epic journey 
against a backdrop of violent and 
changing times to try to preserve 
that way of life. 

Grey, who died in 1939, was 

considered to 
be respectful, 
for the times in 
which he 
wrote, of In- 
digenous peo- 
ple who were 
characters i 

his stories. He 
wrote about 
them sympa- 
thetically, cast- 
ing them as 
oppressed by 
whites. But the 
thrust of his 
work was cow- 
boy culture 
and the oft- 
glorified Code 
of the West. 
Ranchers, 
Mormon set- 
tlers and 
gunslingers 
got top billing. 

He stretched 
the boundaries of what was ac- 
ceptable to publ sh in the 1920s 
when he wrote The Vanishing 
American. That novel exposed 
U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs cor- 
ruption and it created a Navajo 
athletic hero who was supposed 
to marry the white heroine in the 
end. Under pressure from his 
publisher, however, Grey rewrote 
the ending to have his hero die of 
influenza rather than marry out- 
side his race. 

Trafford's modern tale, on the 
other hand, acknowledges both 
prejudice and co- operation on all 
sides of the multi -race equation. 
It reflects Indigenous heroism and 
Quaker gentleness in tandem, as 

he writes entirely free of the con- 
straints Grey faced. 

The Story of Blue Eye fits a corn- 
ing-of-age designation for Cana- 
dian fiction. The Piikani Nation 
steeped in horse trading and rac- 
ing enters centre stage on page 
one. 

Throughout, we see Blackfoot, 
Cree, Assiniboin, and Métis in 
conflict with the newcomers and 
with each other, but they domi- 
nate rather than play bit parts in 
the rugged and still -wild terrain 

TYLER TRAFFORD 

ofTrafford's novel. Encroachment 
by the Hudson's Bay Company, 
the railroad and the Dominion of 
Canada creates the necessary 
shadows on the landscape that 
make this dramatic fictionalized 
history a success. In addition, 
places such as Fort Edmonton, 
the Saskatchewan River and Cy- 
press Hills did not have to be dis- 
guised as American locales for the 
book to be published, as would 
have happened if Trafford had 
been a contemporary of Grey's. 

Trafford doesn't trade reality for 
a happy ending, though, such as 

might have happened in a Zane 
Grey novel. In 1877, the 
Blackfoot tribe signed a treaty 
committing the tribes to a life on 
reserves: 

"The Canadian Pacific Rail- 
way's steel tracks and steam en- 
gines reached Sun On The 
Mountains in 1883. Surveyors 
measured the prairie, hammering 
in pegs to mark townships, sec- 
tions and a town. Railway agents 
in offices sold squares of land 
marked neatly on a map. 

"Nobody needed a fast buffalo 
Runner. 

Review by Joan Dillon 

[ rare intellect ] 

The 
Lesser 
Blessed 
re- issued 

If you missed it the first time, 
don't miss it now. Richard Van 
Camp's The Lesser Blessed, first 
published in 1996 to rave reviews 
as a powerful first novel has been 
re -issued by Douglas & McIntyre. 

Sherman Alexie describes the 
book as First Nation noir mad- 
ness. "I love it, and I'm soma 
scared of it, too," he comments 
on the cover. The publishers describe the novel as "an eye- opening 
depiction of what it is to be a young Dogrib man in the age of 
AIDS, disillusionment with Catholicism and a growing world con- 
sciousness." The main character is Larry, a 16 -old growing 
up in the northern town of Fort Simmer. Larry loves Iron Maiden, 
the North and Juliet Hope, the high school tramp. He is dealing 
with an abusive father, blackouts from sniffing gasoline, and an 
accident that killed his cousins. And he's being hunted by a pack 
of blue monkeys. How could you not be interested? 

Think pieces 
worked into a 
blood -boiling 

collection 
Want to be inspired all over 

again? Check out a 2002 offer- 
ing titled The Winona LaDuke 
Reader A Collection of Essential 
Writings published in Canada by 
Theytus Books. You remember 
Winona, that Harvard -educated, 
Chippewa who served twice as 
Ralph Nader's running mate on 
the Green Parry's presidential 

ticked LaDuke and publishers have combined 40 of her most im- 
portant speeches, amides and fiction excerpts in this collection de- 
signed to get your blood boiling and your dander up. Nader writes 
the foreword and in it challenges you to "savor, digest, reflect, and 
see if you can contain your moral indignation ... leaving you no 
option but to engage." Strong words from the fellow that may have 
tipped the scales of the last presidential election in favor of the Bush/ 
Chaney Republican ticket. But we digress. LaDuke writes about 
Native environmentalism, Native traditions, women's issues and poli- 
tics and the presidency. LaDuke has received other acclaim for her 
novel Last Standing Woman, published in 1997. 

Coming Soon 
The American Indian Integration of Baseball By Jeffrey 

Powers -Beck will be published by University of Nebraska 
Press in December. The book chronicles the presence of 
the Native American in professional baseball from the 
arrival of Louis Sockalexís in the major league in 1897. 
It will provide biographical profiles of Native players. 

diooso and saves 
Canada's National Aboriginal News source. 
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[ windspeaker confidential ]- Carsen Gray 
Carsen Gray,13, may seem like a typical Grade 8 student, 

but how many of her classmates can say they've appeared 
in a major motion picture? Carsen was 11 when she flew to 

Australia to join the cast of the movie Peter Pan in the role of 

Tiger Lily. Her performance earned her a nomination in the 

Best Performance in a Feature Film- Supporting Young 

Actress category in the 2004 Young Artist Awards, handed 

out in California in May. This young Haida girl from Skidegate 
on the Queen Charlotte Islands is also a jazz singer, and it 

looks like a record deal may be soon in the offing. 

Windspeaker: What one quality 
do you most value in a friend? 

Carsen Gray: Honest, kind, very 
caring and very supportive. 

W: What is it that really makes 
you mad? 

C.G.: It would have to be when I'm 
not exactly treated fairly That does 
bother me a lot because I like peo- 
ple being treated fairly too, and if 
I'm not, it kind of bothers me. 

W: When are you at your happi- 
est? 

C.G.: When I'm like with all my 
friends or my mom or at my 
favorite movie theatre or shop- 
ping. 

W: What one word best describes 
you when you are at your worst? 

CG: That would have to be ... 
what's the word I'm looking for? 

My mom says something to me 

... she calls me spoiled. When I'm 
at my worst...probably spoiled. 

W: What one person do you most 
admire and why? 

C.G.: That would have to be, 
have you heard of Jessica 
Simpson? Yes, I like her. Even 
though she seems kind of bratty 
sometimes, it seems like she's not 
afraid to be herself and she's just 
very open and out there. And she's 

a fun girl. And I love her voice. 

W: What is the most difficult 
thing you've ever had to do? 

C.G.: That would have to be a 
math test. I am like mathemati- 
cally challenged, I swear. It's one 
of my worst subjects. 

W: What is your greatest accom- 
plishment? 

C.G.: That would be to become 
famous. I'd love to be a role model 
for younger girls, definitely. 

W: What one goal remains out 
of reach? 

C.G.: To just be myself. Always 
be kind, happy. I don't know. And 
also, my singing.] sing every sin- 
gle day of my life. And like, be- 
tween acting and singing, I have 
trouble kind of deciding which 
one I like the best. I guess I think 
singing's my natural talent, and 
I'll always keep up with that. 

W: If you couldn't do what 
you're doing today, what would 

you be doing? 

C.G.: Leis see ... probably being 
a teacher. 

W: What is the best piece of ad- 
vice you've ever received? 

C.G.: To always do my best, try 
my hardest and never give up. 

W: Did you take it? 

C.G_ Yes. 

W: How do you hope to be re- 
membered? 

C.G.: Let me see ... someone that 
started out their career very young 
and had a good one and has done 
a lot of great things with her life. 

Aboriginal, Female and Francophone 
Canadian Forces personnel and Canadian veterans 

.. ..ustttttrt 

Please contact the Dominion Institute for the opportunity to record 
your war and peacetime experiences for posterity through 

THE MEMORY PROJECT 

DIGITAL ARCHIVE 
A multimedia collection of Canada's military heritage from the First World War 
to Modern Peacekeeping - Through the eyes and voices of those who lived it - 

The Memory Project Digital Archive is an extensive web -based collection chronicling the experiences 
of the men and women of the Canadian Armed Forces which provides an unprecedented opportunity for 
youth, educators and interested Canadians to access through the Internet the photographs, memorabilia 
and oral testimonies capturing over 85 years of our military heritage. 

If you are interested -in contributing your story to the Archive, or know someone who should, please contact: 
The Dominion Institute / L'Institut du Dominion 
Telephone: 416.368.9627 Toll -Free: 1.866.701.1867 Fax: 416.368,2111 Email: staff @dominion.ca 

Courtesy of the Department of Canadian Heritage and its Canadian Culture Online Program. 
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Artist -Compilation 
Album- Many Blessings 

Song -100 Winters 
By Joanne Shenandoah 

Label- Silver Wave 

Records 
Producer James Marienthal 

Line -up impressive 
on compilation CD 
Silver Wave Records' recently 

released album Many Blessings 
features 15 songs that showcase 
the diversity of today's contem- 
porary Native American music, 
with styles and influences origi- 
nating from all four corners of the 
Americas. 

The songs on the CD run the 
gamut from New Age to jazz to 
rock melded with Native Ameri- 
can rhythms, themes and soul. 

The album is a true marriage 
between traditional and contem- 
porary, with flutes and hand 
drums heard alongside oboes and 
synthesizers. It's also a showcase 
of some of the top performers of 
the day, including Robert 
Mirabal, Joanne Shenandoah and 
Mary Youngblood. The CD fea- 
tures three songs by each of these 
artists. 

Youngblood, who won the 
Grammy for Best Native Ameri- 
can MusicAlbum in 2003 for her 
CD Beneath the Raven Moon, 

demonstrates her mastery of the 
flute on one cut and provides vo- 
cals on two others. 

Mirabal sings Indians Indians 
from his newest CD, and one 
from his acclaimed live CD Mu- 
sic From a Painted Cave. 

Shenandoah's tracks include 
100 Winters from her newest re- 
lease Covenant, The Great Law of 
Peace from the CD Peacemaker's 
Journey, and I Am Your Friend 
from the CD Orenda. 

Also featured on Many Blessings 
are Tito La Rosa, who provides an 

loan flavor to the recording with 
two cuts from his CD The Proph- 
ery of the Eagle and the Condor, as 

well as the team of Peter Kater and 
R. Carlos Nakai, who successfully 
combine the sounds of piano and 
Native flute. 

Rounding out Many Blessings is 

a song by Lawrence Laughing 
from his CD Our Minds Are One, 
and one from the new Alice 
Gomez CD Obsidian Butterfly. 

[ radio's most active ] 

ABORIGINAL RADIO 

MOST ACTIVE LIST 
ARTIST TITLE ALBUM 
Eagle & Hawk Sundancer Mother Earth 

Susan Aglukark Big Feeling Big Feeling 

Oak Green Eagles Fly Single 

Conrad Bigknite Run Where You Want To This World 

Wayne lavallee Sacred Journey Green Dress 

Jay Ross Tough On The Outside Old Town 

Jess Lee Born In The North Born In The North 
Shane Anthony I Got Up Today Single 

Los Lonely Boys Heaven Los Lonely Boys 

Bruce Bell The Real Me Single 

Rodney Ross Proud Indian Single 

Ashley Green Like No Other Me Desire 

Crystal Anne Bye -Bye Single 

Burnt Blue Skies Project 1 -The Avenue 

Terri Anne Strong arm Who Ill Be Anymore 

Wees Jaguar Ain't Gonna Cry Anymore Single 

Donald Bradburn From The Reservation Single 

Rayne Delarond A Little On The Wild Side Rayne 
- .._.. _.. - --- - 

.........- 
Kimberley Dawn Return To Madawaska Healing Jane 

Dawn Marquis Choosin' To Lose You Single 

CONTRIBUTING h FM A-iJ 
STATIONS: 

m 
-5F,,-,41,4.o-b, 

ALL YOUR FAVORITE ABORIGINAL MUSIC ARTISTS! 
Country, Rock, Traditional, Hip Hop /Rap, Comedy, Jazz & Blues, Fiddle, Seasonal, New Age, Pow Wow... 

Internet Mp3 Downloads Or call for mail order catalogue 1- 204.586.8057 

CAN A D Z A N 
AlltURIGIO Ali P%sTZVA 

November 26 - 28, 2004 
SKYDOMETM TORONTO, ONTARIO 
Canada's largest indoor Aboriginal cultural event! 

featuring 

TICKETS AT 
Ticketmaster 

(416) 872 -1111 

-f( )11( )N TO `, ' j < Sixth Annual CANADIAN 

ABORIGINAL POW WOW MUSIC AWARDS 
Friday November 26 
John Bassett Theatre 

Activities to see & do: 
Market Area, Variety of Performances, 

Art Exhibit, Traditional Teachings, 
Lacrosse Skills Competition, 

Traditional Foods, Fashion Shows, 
Music Cafe and more... 

66.5I Scotiabank 
RAM .4.., m AtharsCanadallorthern 0145 NOrd Canada 

©iiQQo IMO Bank of Montreal 

} 

Phone: 519 -751 -0040 WWW.Cai ab.Colwl Fax 519 -751 -2790 
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[ strictly speaking ] 

Life as a starving artist is difficult enough 
Not that long ago I was at a 

conference in Montreal on tradi- 
tional knowledge, or as its affec- 

tionately known around our cir- 
clet -TK. And as it drew to an 
end, we were all given a button 
to on our jackets. It said 

"Mail avez -vous paye' ?artiste?' 
Translated it means "But have 
you paid the artist?" Deep, philo- 
sophical, almost religious words 
for a freelance writer like myself. 

Looking back over the years, I 

figure the amount of money I 

have not been paid by organiza- 
tions that approached me for 
work... well, let's just say could 
buy a hell of a lot of T-shirts on 
the powwow trail this summer. 

Granted, being a freelance 
writer is an existence fraught with 
potential liabilities. That is un- 
fortunately the nature of the 
beast. Working with some Na- 
rive newspapers and magazines, 

THE URBANE 
INDIAN 

Drew Hayden 
Taylor 

you have to expect a certain 
amount of deadbeat -ism with 
your career. Its like waitresses who 
return to a table with the bill only 
to discover the customers are long 
gone. Instead of a dine and dash, 
it's a write and dash. Its par for 
the course. Kinda like treaties. 
You are promised one thing, but 
suddenly, when it's convenient, 
the promises evaporate. 

In some cases, you understand 
many of these papers are just 
starting up and have very limited 
finances resulting in little to of- 

fer writers. The magazine is legiti- 
mainly a labor of love. That's fine, 
if they tell you that up front. As 

members of the community, it's 

expected that we put something 
back into that community. But 
there is a fine line between 
putting back into the community 
and being taken advantage of by 
that community. And it should 
be up to us, the writers, to decide 
what pro bono work we do. 

I was once offered the oppor- 
unity to record some ofmycom- 
mentaries for a Native radio net- 

work for broadcast. I did it on 
faith and a handshake... I know, 
I know, my first mistake. As I 

finished taping the second one, I 

asked when I was going to get 
paid for them. We had previously 
negotiated and worked out a fee 

for them. It was then I discovered 
the agreement had been slightly 
altered, unbeknownst to me. In- 
stead, the producer asked me if I 
would consider letting them ad- 
vertise my Web site and books on 
air in lieu of payment. I thought 
about this fora moment, weighed 
the suggestion, considered the 
situation. In the end, I felt pretty 
sure my landlord wasn't interested 
in having my Web site publicized, 
especially since I didn't have a 

Web site. I don't think the 
Loblaws on the corner would ac- 
cept a promise to have my books 
advertised on radio in exchange 
for a loaf of bread and some 

baloney. There seemed to be 
something missing from the 
equation somewhere. 

While bartering is a legitimate 
part of our culture, I don't think 
Revenue Canada would be inter- 
end in a free lecture or two on 
Native literature instead of my 
taxes. Mom, no birthday present 
this year, but my name is all over 
the place on the radio! . 

In another situation, I wrote a 

lengthy article for a prominent 
Toronto Native magazine last 
year. It was published last fall; 
looked fabulous and glossy. 
Haven't seen a cent from it since. 
I have called, pestered, e- mailed 
and complained... all for naught. 
Evidently, I don't exist. Neither 
does my cheque. There is a gap - 

ing hole in my bank account with 
the name of this magazine on it. 

And I'm not alone. 
(see Freelancing page 27.) 

The time to sue may be have already passed 
Dear Tuma: 

I had my eyes enucleated three 
or four years ago and have been 
experiencing excruciating pain 
ever since. I am getting the feel - 
ing that the doctor who did the 
surgery must have made a mis- 
take. Is it too late to do anything? 
I'm getting really depressed be- 
cause not only do I have to deal 
with my blindness but also the 
pain in my eye. I feel as though 
I'm getting the run around from 
this doctor. 

PRO BONO 
Tuma Young 

period for medical negligence 
may be longer (up to six years). 
You need to look into when the 
clock started ticking. A lawyer 
will be able to tell you what the 

Seeing Red limitation periods are in your 
province. 

Dear Seeing Red: Another issue is whether you 
You need to think about a few were properly informed of the 

issues here. The first is whether risks, complications or any poteo- 
the time to sue has passed. tial side effects of the surgery. Did 
Usually, you have up to two you sign a consent form? 
years after an injury to sue. The The question of whether the 

eye doctor caused the blindness 
and pain will come up in any law- 
suit. You will need to prove the 
doctor, not outside forces, is at 
fault here. There is also the issue 
of mitigation. The court will look 
at whether you have mitigated the 
damages by following up with 
further treatments or consulta- 
tions with another doctor. 

Lastly, if you feel that the con- 
duct of the doctor was not up to 
standard, you an launch a cote- 

pliant against that doctor through to province. Furthermore, a reli- 

the provincial medical associa- gious annulment is also different 
Lion. from a civic annulment because 
Dear Tuma: the requirements needed for a re- 

I am writing to you in regards ligious annulment are also differ- 
to civic annulments. How does 
one go about filing for one, what 
is the cost of one and is it true 
that if one is filed for they can take 
away the status of a non -Native 
person who married a Native per- 
son. 

The love it gone 

ens 
You need to prove that the mar- 

riage was not legal or could have 
not been legal under the law. For 
example, the parents of an under- 
age child did not give permission 
or that two siblings married each 
ocher without knowing that they 
were siblings until after the mar- 

Dear Love: nage. The other way is to show 
An annulment differs from a that all of the requirements of a 

divorce in that a divorce termi- valid marriage were not followed, 
Hams a legal marriage whereas an i.e. the marriage was not consum- 
annulment establishes that amar- mated or that there was no one 
riage never existed. The require- who had the legal authority to 
metes for obtaining an annul- officiate at the ceremony. 
ment are different from province (see Marriage page 27.) 

Remembering Harry "Qimmiq" Daniels 
Harry Daniels, Métis leader 

and spokesman extraordinaire, 
has passed away. I was blessed to 
know Harry well, and associated 
with him excellently during the 
Aboriginal constitutional confer- 
ences of the 1980s. The defining 
ingredient in our relationship was 

the sharing of a lot of intense 
non -seriousness, in the backdrop 
of solemn business itself; of de- 
fining, and defending, Aboriginal 
rights in the nation's Constitu- 
tion. 

Harry was primarily responsi- 
ble for getting the Métis peoples 
recognized in the Constitution 
Act, 1982. This was just not 
done. Unless, of course, you were 

_ Harry Daniels, working and suc- 
ceeding against impossible odds. 
The unconditional support ex- 
tended by Inuit leaders to the 
Métis people for their recognition 
forged a deep and lasting bond 
among their respective leaders. 

I once helped arrange having 
Harry "badged" as an "Honorary 
Eskimo" at one of the countless 
inter- Aboriginal meetings of the 
time. He was extremely and 
genuinely proud of the honor, 

and would kid others with, 
"Don't mess with me, I'm an 
Honorary In -OOK!" or, "I'll sic 
my Inuit brothers on you!" 

During speeches at meetings 
with government ministers, he 
relished quoting something or 
other I had said, calling them 
"Nungak- isms." Chief among 
these was calling the whole proc- 
ens of Aboriginal people seeking 
constitutional protection of their 
rights as one of "seeking to do 
constructive damage to the status 
quo." 

Among his own people, Harry 
was nicknamed "Harry the Dog." 
When I told him that "dog" was 
qimmiq in Inuktitut, he insisted 
on training his tongue phoneti- 
ally on saying the word right. 
Thereafter, many an overly seri- 
oars discourse on constitutional 
minutiae was pleasantly inter - 
rupted by Harry trying to wean 
his tongue off "kim -MILK' to 
"qimm -IQ." He would get it per- 
feet, but would have to be trained 
all over again at the next meet- 
ing. 

Had we known of Harry's other 
nickname, "Harry the Hat," we 

NASIVVIK 
Zebedee Nungak 

would have had an easier pho- 
netic training assignment, of 
teaching him to say nasaq. 

But then, the meeting sessions 
would have been dreadfully mo- 
notonous. Harry was delighted to 
master the few words in Inuktitut 
we taught him, and was never shy 
to test -drive them on any Inuit 
"brothers" he encountered. 

Harry Daniels was a gifted ora- 
for who spoke from the heart. He 
did his job of asserting the rights 
of the Métis people with vivid 
passion. I never once heard him 
merely read a speech in drab 
monotone. He spoke as he lived, 
with color, with humor, and in a 

manner that could be described 
by all who heard him as being 
really alive! 

People with charismatic char- 

acter are often described as being 
one -of -a -kind. Harry was cer- 
tainly that, and more. If he 
stepped on more than a few toes 

in the course of shaking out some 
recognition and respect for the 
Métis people, he did it with class, 
and without insulting anybody. 
This was no small feat, consider- 
ing what was arrayed against up- 
grading any legal regard for the 
Métis by some very powerful 
forces in the country. 

Although his people have been 
downtrodden through history, 
Harry never carried himself with 
any sense of inferiority to any- 
body else. In one speech, he let- 
cured. and educated, government 
ministers about the damage done 
to Aboriginal peoples by artificial 
divisions imposed upon them by 

governments into different legal 
statuses. He spoke movingly 
about about the inanity of the term, 

n 
-status Indian." 

"You're a non -something! How 
can anybody be proud of being a 

non -something?' 
Whatever else he was, Harry 

was never a "non- anybody." 
"Hey, brother! Hey! Fellow Es- 

kimo!" His voice would boom 
deep across the lobby of a hotel 
or a meeting room. Then he 
would embrace me in a vise -grip 
bear hug, and, without skipping 
a beat, slide right into how we'd 
have to lean hard on such -and- 
such, a minister at the next min- 
isterial sit -down. He'd have me on 
side before we sat down. This was 
just not done. Unless, of course, 
you were Harry Daniels, pouring 
it on in complete sync with your 
Inuit brothers! 

He was a born leader, blessed 
with charm. 

The Métis people have lost a 

great asset in Harry Daniels. But 
all who knew him have been en- 
tithed by his natural magnetism. 

Rest in peace, Harry, our 
honored fellow In -OOK! 
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riough 
ley. There seemed to be 
thing missing from the 
ion somewhere. 
rile bartering is a legitimate 
f our culture, I don't think 
rue Canada would be inter - 
in a free lecture or two on 
e literature instead of my 
Mom, no birthday present 
tar, but my name is all over 
ace on the radio! - . 

mother situation, I wrote a 

Iy article for a prominent 
to Native magazine last 

It was published last fall; 
d fabulous and glossy. 
it seen a cent from it since. 
called, pestered, e- mailed 

Implanted... all for naught. 
illy, I don't exist Neither 
ny cheque. There is a gap - 
le in my bank account with 
me of this magazine on it. 
m not alone. 
Freelancing page 27.) 

assed 
once. Furthermore, a reli- 
madmen is also different 
t civic annulment because 
ryieements needed fora re- 
annulment are also differ- 

need to prove that the mar- 
vas not legal or could have 
en legal under the law. For 
le, the parents of an under - 
rid did not give permission 
two siblings married each 

without knowing that they 
Wings until after the mar- 
the other way is to show 
I of the requirements of a 
carriage were not followed, 
marriage was not consum- 
or that there was no one 
ad the legal authority to 
to at the ceremony. 
Marriage page 27.) 
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Bev Hill Human Resources Officer Steve Mercer 

Mohawks of The Bay of Quinte Mohawks of The Bay of Quinte 
611- 396 -3414. Est 131 - bevhetuba- tmtorg 613- 417.1919 tmerternrea h.net 

We're here to help 
If alcohol, drugs or gambling are a problem in your 
life, contact us. We provide effective residential 
treatment for adults, outpatient counselling 
and aftercare. 

10(Elt s<n Adult Treatment Centre 
Tel: (780) 458 -1884 
Toll -free: 1-866-458-1884 
Email: info@ poundmakerorg 

Outpatient Centre 
Tel: (780) 420 -0356 
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Kelly Lake hearing again 
By Joan Taillon 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

KELLY LAKE, B.C. 

Not much has changed in Kelly 
Lake since the CBC did a 1993 
documentary exposing hard liv- 
ing conditions in their commu- 
nity and the lack of essential serv- 
ices, said Lyle Letendre, president 
of the Kelly Lake Métis Settle- 
ment Society. Except more Elders 
have passed and the people who 
remain are more disheartened. 

Until Sept. 1, that is. For two 
days, the Kelly Lake Métis expe- 
rienced a near miracle brought 
about by some people from On- 
tario and the only audiologist in 
northeastern British Columbia. 
For a few days the Métis had some 
hope that something good could 
happen. 

Frances Thornton, the B.C. 
doctor, travelled from Fort St. 
John to Kelly Lake to test 72 resi- 
dents of mixed ages; the young- 
est was 19. Seventeen will soon 
receive hearing aids at absolutely 
no cost to them. 

41;3 
National Aboriginal Health Organization (NANO) 
Organisation nationale de la santé autochtone (ONSA) 
bar aasbsbó`YL C sdtir ls.e r, .oJc 63' ?16111" 

Sharing Knowledge: 
Aboriginal Paths to Health 

NAHO'S Second National Conference and Health Information Fair 

PRE- CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES 
'training Workshops/Youth Workshops 

November 6 to 7, 2004 

NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
November 8 to 10, 2004 

Winnipeg Convention Centre - Winnipeg, Manitoba 

The conference is designed to promote positive advances in 
improving the health of Aboriginal Peoples. The conference 
includes plenary sessions, workshops, and social events geared 
to First Nations, Inuit, and Métis people from urban, rural, and 
remote areas. 

Conference agenda now available 

For mom information, please visit NAHO's website at www.naho.ca or 
contact Carolyn Hunter toll free at 1- 866- 778 -4610. 

"Wow. That was so good. I was 
really happy," said Letendre. "All 
the Elders were there." 

Provincial Hearing Consult- 
ants, owned by Martin Heinrich 
and based in Hamilton, Ont., is 
arranging for hearing aids do- 
nated by one of their suppliers 
and is coordinating all services 
to Kelly Lake. Although the lab 
work will be done in Ontario, it 
was a legal requirement to have a 
licensed B.C. practitioner oversee 
the hearing tests. Thornton 
brought an assistant with her to 
help with the tests, which had to 
be done in a private home because 
there was no clinic or community 
building. 

"And it was just pouring, it was 
just raining," Letendre said. More 
would have come for tests but 
they had no transportation, "and 
the roads -I won't even go there. 

Impressions were taken of the 
ears of people with hearing loss. 
Back in Hamilton the lab will 
make a mold, which will be 
marched up with the type of aid 
that suits an individual's haring 
loss. 

Erin Milward of Provincia 
Hearing Consultants said their 
staff would return to Kelly Lake 
to fir the hearing aids, which will 
be as "low - tech" as possible to d 
the job so that maintenance will 
be minimal. 

Thorson said she hopes to re 
turn to the community next year 
when the weather improves 
assess those that were missed this 
visit. And there have also bee 
promises that an ear, nose and 
throat specialist and a dentist will 
visit sometime soon. 

The ball got rolling because a 
42-year-old Métis man studying 
emergency preparedness in Firs 

Are You Ready For 
A Challenge? 

Life Skills Training Centres have 
offered Life Skills Coach Training for 
over 29 years, providing a unique 
opportunity to work with people. 
Sixteen weeks of extensive exper- 
iential training develops skills in: 

Human Relations, Results -Based 
Counselling 
Creative Problem Solving 
Family Group Dynamics 
Process & Evaluation of 
Relationships 

Graduates are employed as personal 
and business coaches, addictions 
counsellors, teacher assistants, 
family management, mental health, 
justice and corrections, group home 
and other people related fields. 

Life Skills 
Training Centres (Canada) Ltd. 

Call Toll Free Anytime 
1 -8ee- 535 -2888 
Register Now 

Full -time & Part -came 

courses available 

Nation and Métis communities 
at Wilfred Laurier University in 
Ontario happens to know 
Letendre. Dave Bentley also 
works part -time in a restaurant 
next to one of Heinrich's clinics, 
where he got to know Provincial 
Hearing Consultants' staff. When 
they learned about the desperate 
situation in Kelly Lake, they of- 
fered to help. 

Provincial Hearing Consultants 
are old hands at organizing hear- 
ing aid campaigns, only usually 
they take their services to poor 
countries such as Mexico and 
Haiti. 

Kathy Peterson, general man- 
ager of Provincial Hearing Con- 
sultants, is incredulous that a 
community in Canada is without 
such basic health services. 

"Wed be the first country to 
rush out and fix somebody else's 
problems if we saw the same thing 
somewhere else. Or try to. Give 
aid or something..." 

"The community is remote and 
access difficult," Thornton said. 
"I've only been working in the 
North for a year and I was una- 
ware that this community existed. 
I'm looking into how we can de- 
liver better services to remote 
communities, but as I'm the only 
audiologist in the northeast of 
B.C. it's a case of using existing 
resources effectively. I certainly 
think the two days spent at Kelly 
Lake was a worthwhile use of re- 
sources and 1 hope the commu- 
nity found this as well." 

Government's excuse for not 
helping Kelly Lake is a simple 
declaration that no Métis com- 
munity exists in British Colum- 
bia, Letendre told Windspeaker, 
even though the community has 
a documented history going back 
100 years. Even though some resi- 
dents can trace their genealogy 
back 200 years or more to French 
and Indian unions. And even 
though the Cree- speaking de- 
scendents of Iroquois were still 
living self -sufficient lives in the 
bush into the 1980s. 

Over the past few years, how- 
ever, life has changed. Gas explo- 
ration, with its roads and pipe- 
lines, has cut through the com- 
munity's hunting and fishing ar- 
eas. The ground water is contami- 
nated and so are the animals, fish 
and plants. The people live with 
the results, even in the face of 
government denials. Their only 
decent building, a school, has 
been dosed and they have been - 

denied access to it. The houses are 
falling down from lack of repair 
and many of the people have to 
live away from the community to 
work. 

If you or someone you know are Aboriginal and have 
been turned down for Aboriginal training and 

employment programs like those offered by Aboriginal 
Human Resource Development Agreement (AHRDA) 

holders, call toll free 1.808.997.5527. We are the 
Congress of Aboriginal Peoples and we are interested 

in assisting you with your future In your head, you 
can hear your ancestors. Now let us hear you 

ELIGIBILITY FOR ACCEPTED 
ABORIGINAL 

REJECTED TRAINING & EMPLOYMENT 

Were you informed you did not quality 
for assistance because: 

You did not have a Treaty Card You did not have . 

a Metis Card You are not from this Province 
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[ health ] 

Traditional foods contaminated, study reveals System 1 

By Jennifer Chung ordinaror and a member of the meats that we still eat and the condition characterized by nerve effects of industry on human By Cheryl Petten 
Windspeaker Staff Writer Alderville First Nation. water, the plants, blueberries, wild and spinal cord damage, have fallen health. Further testing may include Windspeaker Staff Writer 

Simpson cautioned members of rice, things we take from the for- ill as a result of contaminants. blood and hair samples from young 

the two communities to avoid or es" said Da Silva. "Mercury doesn't go away in the mothers and other women of child - 

cut down their consumption of fish In the late 1960s and 1970s, the environment, and it works its way bearing age. 

and otter until more studies can be Reed Paper Mill located in Dryden through the water, ecosystem, onto "A priority we're looking at is the 

done. dumped inorganic mercury into the land," said Simpson. health of our children and our 

This is the third contaminant the English -Wabigoon River sys- Although tests point to a rela- grandchildren that are coming and 

study conducted on the wildlife at tern, which tainted the food sup - tionship between mercury and the our great grandchildren ... if we 

Grassy Narrows First Nation. At ply of the First Nations in the area illnesses that people in both corn- done t do something now, they have 

Wabauskang First Nation, this is In the early 1980s, Grassy Narrows munities have suffered, Simpson a very had future ahead of them. 

the first time testing of fish and and Wabaseemong First Nation said more studies need to be done The water's going to be no good; 

game has been completed. near Kenora received financial to establish a solid relationship be- the air's going to be no good, the 

Grassy Narrows First Nation is compensation from the mill and tween the two. plants will be no good," said Da 

located 80 km north of Kenn and the federal government. "The biggest cause and effect re- Silva 

500 people live on reserve. About Betty Riffle, project manager for lationship in the Grassy and Riffle said she would like the 

90 live at Wabauskang First Nation, the Wabauskang study, said her Wabauskang story is really between Wabauskang First Nation compen- 

situated 67 km northwest of community has never received that mercury and some of the sated with follow -up care for the 

Dryden, which is 150 km east of compensation for the effects of symptoms and the illnesses that mercury poisoning and land in 

Kent- mercury contamination. people have developed now. Quibell where some Wabauskang 

Judy Da Silva is the project man- Around the time of the mercury "Because there's documenta- members are buried 

ager for the Grassy Narrows study. dumping, Riffle said many people tion of that large spill (in "I'd like to have something 

She believes that many of the ail- from Wabauskang First Nation Dryden), we know that its in the done... I'm getting old and I'd like 

mens seen on reserve, including were living in Quibell, 60 km from environment. We know that my community to have something 

babies being born with tumours, Dryden. Riffle recalls at least six we've been exposed to it. That's that we're entitled to ... I'm think - 

is linked to contaminants that bottle -fed babies, including her an easier thing to do, but we ing it would be nice if we could 

come from paper mills located in own nine- month -old brother, who would definitely need to have have our road done. Our road is so 

Kenora and Dryden. died as a result of what she believed more studies to say anything to bad. If we ever get compensation, 

"We starred questioning the to be mercury poisoning. make those links," said Simpson. those are things I'd like to have 

pollution that's coming from Riffle also has a hunch that peo- Da Silva said she would like to done, and also housing is a very bad 

them, like 'how would it get to plc within her own family, includ- see more studies done before thing in every Native community," 

us ?' And we thought of the wild ing a niece who has spina bifida, a launching official inquiries into the said Riffle. 

GRASSY NARROWS 
FIRST NATION, Ont. 

A two-year study has revealed 
high levels of contaminants in the 
wild meat and fish consumed by 

the people of Grassy Narrows and 
Wabauskang First Nations. 

One hundred and eighty samples 
of animals that include otter, bea- 
ver, muskrat, moose, rabbit, deer, 

marten, jackfish and pickerel were 
collected. Lab results for 93 per cent 

of the samples collected show high 
levels of mercury, arsenic, cad- 
mium, lead, tin or other heavy 
metals. 

"Our study found that mercury 
was higher in animals that were top 
predators of the food chain and 
carnivores. The otters are the top 
of this food chain because of what 
they eat. This study found otters 
to have the highest levels of mer- 
cury. Mink, marten and fishers, 
which are predators, also showed 
mercury contamination," said Dr. 

Leanne Simpson, she project co- 

Mold, water problems plague B.C. community 
(Continued from page 13.) 

There is no safe alternative 
housing in the community in 
which to move. She could pick 
up sticks and settle in an apart- 
ment in Port McNeil on Vancou- 
ver Island, in theory at govern- 
ment expense until new accom- 
modations in Kwicksutaineuk 
can be built, away from her job, 
her family, friends; off reserve 
with all timid means. 

Or she can stay, and breath in 
mold spores as she sleeps, cooks 
her meals, watches TV, know- 
ing that in Kwicksutaineuk she 
is not alone. The homes there are 
not safe. 

The houses at 
Kwicksutaineuk were built in 
the 1950s and '60s and the 
shoddy construction of them 
was such that it created a com- 
fortable environment for mold to 
live and breed. 

The naturally moist climate 
certainly plays a role in creat- 
ing that environment, as does the 
lack of vapor barrier and ad- 
equate insulation in the homes, 
but so does over -crowding. Peo- 
ple create moisture through 

bathing, cooking, being, said 
Jamie Clark, a consultant with 
a hazardous waste removal com- 
pany called Envirovac who has 
inspected the homes. He points 
to one two-bedroom, 600 sq. ft. 
home and says seven people live 
there, two adults and five chil- 
dren. Ella, just two years old, 
spent every second weekend 
being flown out to the hospital 
last year with ear infections, 
bronchitis and such, said her 
mother as she bounced her 
youngest, Shania, on her knee. 
Shania had just returned to the 
community from the hospital 
that week. 

Kwicksutaineuk First Nation 

DEBORA sere 
Carver Sam Johnson presented Assembly of First Nation 
National Chief Phil Fontaine with a talking stick on the occasion 
of his visit to the Kwicksutaineuk First Nations. The gift was to 
encourage the chief to present the case of the community's 
health situation to Indian Affairs minister Andy Scott. 

representatives in to his commu- tawa. 
nity on Sept. 24 to see the living When pressed for details on 
conditions there first hand and the course of action Fontaine 
to speak to residents about the would be asking the minister to 
grievances. take, the national chief said there 

Scow greeted Fontaine at the were three steps. 
entrance to Kwicksutaineuk The first was to get rid of the 
with a speech seething with frus- third party manager and give full 
[ration and despair. control of the finances back to the 

"We are in dire straits for no community, saying to not have 
unearthly reason," he said, his that control was like going back 
voice breaking with emotion. to the days of the Indian agent. 
"The public has to understand." The second, said Fontaine, 

Chief Scow seems a sturdy was to deal with the situation 
man of gentle demeanor, but he with the drinking water, saying 
has no love of the department of there was sure to be an economi- 
Indian and Affairs, and particu- cal way to provide potable wa- 
lar disdain fora third party man- ter to the community. 
ager in charge of the community And the third step was to ad- 
purse from Campbell River; a dress the terrible housing situa- 
third party manager who, Scow tion. 
says, hasn't stepped foot in the Fontaine told reporters that 
community in all the time he has while Kwicksutaineuk's case 
been chief, and probably at no was one of crisis, it was not 
time before that. unique. 

At a luncheon in the Big At least 100 First Nation com- 
House after the tour of the corn- munities in Canada live under a 
munity, Scow let loose on the boil water advisory, he said. At 
department. least 20,000 new housing units 

"It's criminal why we have to are needed and 85 per cent of 
fight for anything we need on the existing housing stock on 
reserve," he told, Fontaine and reserve is in desperate need of 
guests. "Indian Affairs is our renovation. 
worst enemy. They want to push He said Indian Affairs and 
us over the edge and leave us Canada Mortgage and Housing 
there." needed to get out of the business 

Fontaine seemed sympathetic of providing First Nations hous- 
to the community's plight. ing. There have been "whispers" 

"It's not a happy situation you that a First Nations housing au- 
find yourselves in," he said, and thority will be soon established, 
promised to speak with the new he confided. "That's the only 
Minister of Indian Affairs, Andy way this can be dealt with." 
Scott, at the earliest opportunity. He acknowledged though that 

Chief Henry Scow has had community's third party man- "That's what we wanted to Kwicksutaineuk's housing situ- 
enough. Despite years ofnegotia- ager that he would embarrass hear," responded community ation was urgent and promised 
Lion with Indian Affairs, over himself, said Scow, he decided member Lucille St. Germain, to tell Scott what he had seen 
which time countless proposals to make Kwicksutaineuk's whose father, carver Sam there. 
for improvements to his commu- plight public. He flew Assem- Johnson, later presented the In speaking with the media af- 
nity have been rejected, his com- bly of First Nations National chief with a talking stick to en- ter Fontaine's speech, Scow be- 
munity remains in difficulty. Chief Phil Fontaine, regional courage him to present came emotional. "It shouldn't be 

Despite warnings from the Chief Shawn Atleo and media Kwicksutaineuk's case in Ot- like this in the year 2004," he said. 
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REGIE 

A new student data system I 

ing brought online by Saskan 
ewan Learning will help the pn 
ince and First Nation departme 
of education to ensure all who 
aged students are in school and 
getting the programs and suppc 
they need to succeed. 

The new system will included 
on all school -aged children in 
karchewan, both on -and off- 
serve, but it's unclear whether 
First Nation schools will want 
take advantage of the new daub: 

The system will contain reco 
for children from kindergarten 
to Grade 12, but inclusion of th 
records is only mandatory 
grades 10 to 12. 

Terry Myers, former concur 
director of Saskatchewan Lea 
ing's Strategic Partnerships a 

Aboriginal Education Branch, 
involved in the project from 
onset until she left her position 
the branch at the beginning 
October. She said the new dank 
replaces the old system that 
been in use "ever since we've I 

to issue transcripts for Grade 
graduation." Under the old sync 

students weren't added to the 
tabase until they reached Grade 

In order to design a new d 
system that met the needs of F 
Nation schools, representati 
from the Federation of Saskan 
ewan Indian Nations (FSIN) t 

Training for 
Inuit, 

For almost two decade 
deliver training progra 
training to more than 
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[ education ] 

veals System developed to track children in schools 
of industry on human 

Further testing may include 
hd hair samples from young 
and other women of ch ild- 

age. 

oriry we're looking at is the 
of our children and our 
iildren that are coming and 
at grandchildren ... if we 

something now, they have 
had future ahead of them. 
tors going to be no good- 
going to be no good, the 

vill be no good," said Da 

: said she would like the 
bang First Nation compen- 
idr follow -up care for the 
y poisoning and land in 
where some Wabauskang 

rs are buried. 
like to have something 
I'm getting old and I'd like 

imunity to have something 
re entitled to ... I'm think - - 
could be nice if we could 
r road done. Our road is so 

we ever get compensation, 
re things I'd like to have 
Id also housing is a very bad 
every Native community," 

Ile. 

nullity 
n pressed for details on 
arse of action Fontaine 
be asking the minister to 
e national chief said there 
tree steps. 
first was to get rid of the 
my manager and give full 
of the finances back to the 
miry, saying to not have 
ntrol was like going back 
lays of the Indian agent. 
second, said Fontaine, 
deal with the situation 

e drinking water, saying 
'as sure to bent economi- 
y to provide potable wa- 
he community. 
the third step was to ad- 
he terrible housing situa- 

aine told reporters that 
Kwicksutaineuk's case 
se of crisis, it was not 

art 100 First Nation com- 
es in Canada live under a 
suer advisory, he said. At 
0,000 new housing units 
tided and 85 per cent of 
isting housing stock on 
e is in desperate need of 
tion. 
said Indian Affairs and 
a Mortgage and Housing 
to I get out of the business 

riding First Nations hoes. 
ere have been "whispers" 
First Nations housing au- 
will be soon established, 

Prided. "That's the only 
his can be dealt with." 
cknowledged though that 
:sutaineuk's housing situ - 
sas urgent and promised 
Scott what he had seen 

) eking with the media af- 
ntaine's speech, Scow be- 
emotional. "It shouldn't be 
sin the year 2004," he said. 
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By Cheryl ery I Patten "The Children's Advocate is telling g us that dren with health care numbers 
are 

in special programming, this inr 
Windspeaker Staff Writer also in the new database, motion sharing can also help a 

some of the cases they've been involved in That has raised concerns about school provide consistency in the 
REGINA privacy issues, with some people students education when they 

are with kids that are eight, nine and 10 worried about inappropriate use of switch schools and eliminate the 
their health records. But, Myers need to go through assessment and have never been in school." said, the department has done eve- processes over and over again. 
rything it can to safeguard that in- The system will also help First -Terry Myers formation. Nation schools get information 

"First Nations, some of them, about what provincial grants new 
included on the advisory board a number of children who fall into have been afraid that were going students might be eligible for from 
working to help put the new sys- this category, and up until now Sas- to use the information or share it the province. Up until now, that 
tem together and First Nation di- katchewan Learning had no way of with INAC. And its very dear that information wasn't always forth- 
rectors of education were consulted knowing about them. that's not what we're going to do coming, Mirasty said. "And as a 
about their needs and concerns, "The Children's Advocate is tell- with this information. This is for result of that we ended up wasting 
Myers said. ing us that some of the cases they've the school and appropriate use," a lot of time and the kid wasn't get- 

One of the people involved in been involved in are with kids that Myers said. sing the proper programming un- 
that consultation was Gary Mirasry, are eight, nine and 10 and have The new system will also provide sit they kicked in their financial 
superintendent of schools for the never been in school," Myers said. the department with more infor- contributions from the grant that 
Meadow Lake Tribal Council. Similar reports have come from mation about which students are they were eligible for." 

While Mirasty is working to get workers in the province's pre- kin - dropping out of school and at what The system will also make it 
the schools under his jurisdiction dergarten pwgrsm, who have made age and for what reasons so that easier for schools to deal with new 
to sign on to the new system, he is similar discoveries during home programs can be developed to try students, Mirasry said. 
well aware of the reasons why other visits. to keep children in school. "If a kid shows up on our door- 
First Nation jurisdictions are more Mirasty said he believes the chil- "Part of it is preventative, in that step who came from a Saskatoon 
hesitant about taking part. One of dren that fall through the cracks of ifwe can figure out what's happen- school and is showing up in Ca- 
those reasons is the cost involved. the current system are a big prob- ing and have a better understand- not Lake and he's saying, 'Well, I 

While there is no charge for First lens, but the problem exists in the ing of the reasons kids are leaving was registered in Grade 7, so I'm 
Nation schools Muse the database, urban centres, not on the reserves school, we can prevent that, make going in Grade 7,' and we don't 
there is a cost associated with hay- where the smallness otter commu- changes in the programming, make know [anything] about the kid, 
ing someone to ran the system at nitro make it easy to identify chil- changes in the support systems, then we can go online and actually 
the school level. With bigger dren who should be in school but whatever's needed in order to keep put his name in there and find out 
schools, Mirasry the time aren't. kids in school," Myers said. where he was registered. And we 
it would rake to update and admin- "There's a high number of non- The new system will make it can say, 'No, you're lying, man. 
ister the system would be equiva- Native and Native kids not attend- - easier for information about a am- You're only in Grade 6. "' 
lent to anywhere from a quarter to ing school in the cities who should dent to be transferred from school The process of entering the data 
a half of a full -time position. be," he said. "This, hopefully, will to school as that student moves, into the new system has begun and 

Myers said one of the things the help to resolve some of those issues even if they are moving back and Myers is hoping that all provincial 
new system will allow the province and problems." forth between provincial and First schools and as many First Nation 
to do is to identify school -age chit- To allow the new system to iden- Nation schools. In the case of eta- schools as possible will be on the 
dren who aren't attending school. rift' these children, Sash Learning dents with special needs or involved system by the end of the year. 

Both the FSIN and the provinces is working with Saskatchewan 
Children's Advocate office have in- Health, 

ensure all 

province's chool- gechrh New label signed dicated to the department there= data to ensure all school -age chil- 

A new student data system be- 
ing brought online by Saskatch- 
ewan Learning will help the prov- 

and First Nation departments 
of education to ensure all school - 
aged students are in school and are 
getting the programs and supports 
they need to succeed. 

The new system will indudedata 
on all school -aged children in Sas- 
katchewan, both on -and off-re- 
serve, but it's unclear whether all 
First Nation schools will want to 
take advantage of the new database. 

The system will contain records 
for children from kindergarten up 
to Grade 12, but inclusion of those 
records is only mandatory for 
grades 10 to 12. 

Terry Myers, former executive 
director of Saskatchewan Learn- 
ing's Strategic Partnerships and 
Aboriginal Education Branch, was 
involved in the project from its 
onset until she left her position with 
the branch at the beginning of 
October. She said the new database 

replaces the old system that has 
been in use "ever since we've had 
to issue transcripts for Grade 12 

graduation." Under the old system, 
students weren't added to the da- 
tabase until they reached Grade 10. 

In order to design a new data 
system that met the needs of First 
Nation schools, representation 
from the Federation of Saskatch- 
ewan Indian Nations (FSIN) was 

BRINGING REAL WORLD TRAINING 

Training for 
Inuit, Métis and 

First Nations Communities 

TO ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES. 

For almost two decades SAIT has been working with First Nations, Inuit and Métis to 
deliver training programs that meet the needs of their communities. Today, we bring 

training to more than 50 Aboriginal communities across western Canada. 

Our training is hands -on and covers a wide variety of areas in 

demand by industry including construction trades, computers, 
business skills, oil and gas, hospitality and tourism, transportation, 
manufacturing, health, life management and more. 

Call today to explore how SAIT can work with your community. 

Vanessa Everett 
Manager Aboriginal Programs 
(403) 284 -8979 or 1- 866 -884 -7117 
www. sa it.ca /aboriginal 

(Continued from page 14.) you're white, shut up.' And that's 
She started researching her Na- fine, because I am white too, and 

rive roots after meeting Mi'kmaq some people know me that way. I'm 
folksinger Willie Dunn at a music a different kind of Indian, but that 
festival. "I didn't know a lot about doesn't necessarily mean than can't 
my Mohawk heritage," Starr said. be a kind of Indian. 
"Willie told me I needed to study "There are hundreds of thou- 
Native history. I took him seriously, sands of mixed -blood people in 

and I started reading. Then I started Canada who are really scared to say 

exposing myself as a mixed -blood who they are. It's a real problem, 
Native person. because if those hundreds of thou - 

"The music world isn't exactly sands of mixed -blood people were 

Od of Indians," Stare said. "So talk- to align themselves and educate 
ing about my heritage has been a themselves- imagine how different 
really good thing. I know a lot of it would be. We'd have such power 
Native people say, 'Whatever, in numbers." 

ABORIGINAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 

The Aboriginal Education Program at Mount Royal 

College offers an Upgrading/College Preparation 
Program (UCEP). This program offers quality 
education to adult students of Aboriginal ancestry 

We are currently accepting applications for the 
Winter semester, which starts in January 2005. 

Deadline for applying for the Winter semesters 
November 15, MOO 

Weekly information sessions are being held for 
prospective students in October (check net site 

for upcoming dates). 

Aboriginal Education Program 
Room EB 3101, Mount Royal College 

4825 Mount Royal Gate 5W, Calgary. AB Tst 666 

For more information, or to book yourself into an information session, 

please call (403) 440 -6285. www .mtroyal.ca /aboriginaleducation 

www.mtroya I.ca/conted J 
MOUNT ROYAL COLLEGE 
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[ education ] 

BCIT partners 
with First Nations 
By Cheryl Petten 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

BURNABY, B.C. 

The British Columbia Institute 
of Technology (BCIT) is taking 

new approach to provide tech- 
nical training to the province's 
First Nations people, bringing 
both the training and the tech- 
nology needed to use it out to the 
communities, and letting the 
communities call the shots. 

The goal of the training pro- 
gram is to help Aboriginal com- 
munities reap economic benefits 
from their resources. What makes 
this program different is that the 
training takes place within the 
community and is designed 
around the specific goals of the 
community, explained John Eng- 
lish, dean of BCIT's School of 
Construction and the Environ- 
ment. 

The training can also be tai- 
lored to the specific learning re- 

quirements or challenges of the 
students taking part, although all 
students raking part in the train- 
ing will have to meet national 
standards for the trade they're 
being trained in. 

"This is a big change for an in- 
stitution like BCIT, because we've 
tended to say, 'Look, here's our pro- 
gram. Here's what it takes to get 
into it and it's up to you to get 
there.' And I think the tactic is fun- 
damentally different in the sense 
that we're saying we'll actually take 
some responsibility here in helping 
you get there. And if that means 
that we have to advise you on some 
preparatory material or we have to 
adjust the bray we teach to accom- 
modate that, we will do that," Eng- 
lish said. 

As the program first gets off the 
ground, communities will be able 
to access training in carpentry, 

forestry and wood products, the 
three areas organizers believe will 
meet with the most success. In the 
future, English hopes the list of 
programs can be expanded to in- 
clude other areas like piping and 
electrical. 

What this new program does 
for BCIT is allow it to develop 
working relationships with First 
Nation communities, something 
that up until now hasn't hap- 
pened much. What it does for 
First Nations is give them the 
trained workforce they need to 
allow them to keep more of the 
money being made through the 
exploitation of their resources 
within the community. 

One truly unique feature of the 
training program is that not only 
does BCIT provide the participat- 
ing communities with training 
for its members, but it also pro- 
vides it with the infrastructure it 
needs to be able to put the newly - 
trained members to work. 

"In the area of, let's take the for- 
est area," English explained. "We're 
not only just teaching skills on saw 

milling, we're also delivering piece 

of technology called a community 
kiln to the community as part of 
that capacity building. So that not 
only do they gain the skills, they 
also have the hardware on the 
ground to use." 

In addition to the economic 
benefits they hope to realize once 
the training is complete and tech- 
nology is in place, the communi- 
ties will also reap benefits during 
the training program. A couple of 
training programs have already 
been run, including a carpentry 
program with the Seabird Island 
band and a forestry program at 
Boston Bar First Nation. During 
the carpentry program, rather 
than have students practise their 
new skills in the classroom, they 
went out and rebuilt one of the 
community's main buildings. 

"Believe in the beauty of 
your dreams. Choose to 
make them a reality." 

Post -Secondary 
Student Services 
encourages higher education 

A »D r`dCLLDn 
Cree School Board 
Commission scolaire Crie 

POST -SECONDARY STUDENT SERVICES 

1950 SosvtnOOK WEST, SUITE 100 
MONTREAL, QUEBEC H3H IEZ 

1 -800- 463 -7402 

J) Laurentian -' Laurentienne 

Native Human Services igh Nishnaabe 
Bachelor of Kinoomaadwin 

Social Work Program é ,' Naadmaadwin 

Offered through Laurentian University located at Sudbury Ontario where the four roads meet. This is a Professional degree 

which *accredited by the Canadian Schools of Social Work. The program recognizes and validates First Nation culture and 

values. Native Human Services is one of two Bachelor of Social Work Programs in Canada. The program duration is lour 

years. There are ten Native Social Work courses and seven Native Studies courses along with a first year Psychology, 

Sociology and English. 

As a community resource, Native Human Services has published five Naive Social Work Journals. All five volumes are 

available to the public. Each volume cost is $20.00 for individuals and $25.00 for institutions. 

For more information on how you can achieve a career in native social work or to purchase any of the 
Native Social Work Journals, please feel free to contact the Native Human Services Department by tel- 
ephone at 705 -675 -1151 extension 5082; by fax 705-675-4817 and by email at frecollet @laurentian.ca. 

On behalf of the Faculty and staff of the Native Human Services Program, 
we wish to extend our warm wishes of success to all students in their educational endeavour 

Increase Your 
Earning Potential 

Look at what Lakeland College has to offer to get you on the 
road to a new career! 
Vacuum Truck Operator 12 -week Professional 
Three day theory and Transport Operator Program 
60 hour practicum Offered monthly in Uoydminster 
Tuition: 81,180 Tuition: $0,800 

Class 1 and IA Driving Instruction 
Various packages available. 
Call for an appointment. 

For more information or to register call 1 -800- 661 

Classes also offered In 

Sherwood Park 

Lloydminster 
Sherwood Park 

Vermmoa 

1- 800 -6814490 
www.lakefandc.ab.ca 

Choosing A CAREER? Changing CAREERS? 

Upgrading EDUCATION? Need SKILLS TRAINING? 

ATTEND THE... 

November 19 & 20 
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM DAILY 

NORTHLANDS PORTER EDMONTON Canada 
admission & parking 

IMSINIIN PART BY. 

CAREER WEEK FAIR 

Make Career Connections 
Canadá 

00teenow 

murrt nnnl 

a aarP 
Apprenticeship mand haus, Raining 

apilano r Training Institute 

Centre High Campus 

ukela dCollegelattadne 
log 

Samts Codes Council 

SYSCO rood Services of Edmonton 

Ltd. 

wean. Nods M. 
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Aborigi: 
When you think of Aborig 

food, what comes to mi 
Bannock? Pemmican? 

Many people might be 
prised to discover that mare 
the foods we consume each 
every day have Aboriginal re 
and were being cultivated 
consumed by America's In 
enous people long before the 
European foot was set on this 
of the Atlantic. 

Next time you sit down to 
er, take a look at the food 

your plate. What's there? P 
toes? They were first cultivate, 
the Indigenous people of the 
des Mountains region of Sc 
America more than 7,000 y 

ago. They weren't introduce 
Europe until the 1500s. Spa 
conquistadors encountered d 
while wreaking havoc in Per 

Have any corn on your pl 
That, too, has been around 
7,000 years or so, cultivates 
the Indigenous people of Me 
who domesticated a type of 
grass. The growing of corn sp 
north and south and was an 
portant part of the Native die 
the time Columbus arrive 
1492 and "discovered" this 
food in the name of Spain. 

A fan of squash? Its been aro 
for an estimated 10,000 ye 

Winter squash is thought to I 

originated with the Indigen 
people of South America, in 

summer squash, including pu. 
kin, was originally 
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Aboriginal food much more than just bannock 
When you think of Aboriginal 

food, what cores to mind? 
Bannock? Pemmican? 

Many people might be sur- 
prised to discover that many of 
the foods we consume each and 
every day have Aboriginal roots, 
and were being cultivated and 
consumed by America's Indig- 
enous people long before the first 
European foot was set on this side 
of the Atlantic. 

Next time you sit down to din- 
ner, take a look at the food on 
your plate. What's there? Pota- 

They were first cultivated by 
the Indigenous people of the An- 
des Mountains region of South 
America more than 7,000 years 
ago. They weren't introduced to 
Europe until the 1500s. Spanish 
conquistadors encountered them 
while wreaking havoc in Peru. 

Have any corn on your plate? 
That, too, has been around for 
7,000 years or so, cultivated by 
the Indigenous people of Mexico 
who domesticated a type of wild 
grass. The growing of corn spread 
north and south and was an im- 
portant part of the Native diet by 
the time Columbus arrived in 
1492 and "discovered" this new 
food in the name of Spain. 

A fan of squash? Ifs been around 
for an estimated 10,000 years. 
Winter squash is thought to have 
originated with the Indigenous 
people of South America, while 
summer squash, including pump- 
kin, was originally 

grown in Mexico and Central 
America. 

What about wild rice? Not 
at all, but a type of aquatic grass, 
wild rice has been harvested by 
Indigenous people in North 
America for about 12,000 years. 

Fiddleheads, the tightly curled 
shoots of young ferns, area popu- 
lar food in Atlantic Canada and 
were also a part of the traditional 
Native American diet. Add to that 
list buffalo and caribou meat, 
salmon and any number of other 
fish -harvested both from fresh 
and saltwater sources, goose, tur- 
key, rabbit, well, it just goes on 
and on 

Ready for dessert? How about 
some fresh wild blueberries? Blue- 
berries were important for Native 
people in North America for cen- 
turies before European contact. 
The berries were eaten as is, in- 
corporated into recipes and used 
for medicinal purposes. 

Still craving something sweet? 

There's always maple syrup, 
which Indigenous people in 
North America created by drain- 
ing sap from maple trees and then 
boiling it down to a syrup by add- 
ing hot rocks to the liquid. And 
let's not forget the perennial 
favorite among dessert foods - 
chocolate, thought to have first 
been cultivated by the Olmec In- 
dians of South America some 
4,000 years ago. 

Even chewing gum had its ori- 
gins with Native Americans, 

who would chew spruce 
gum, a resin that 

flowed when you 
cut the bark of a 

spruce tree. In 
Central 
America, it 

was the 

Wild rice is actually not rice at all but an aquatic grass that has 
been harvested by Indigenous people in North America for 
about 12,000 years. The Lac La Ronge Indian band- through 
its business arm Kitsaki Managment Limited Partnership -has 
turned the wild rice harvest into a money -making business. 

resin of the Sapodilla tree that was 

the gum of choice. 
Today, some enterprising Abo- 

riginal organizations and indi- 
viduals are banking on these tra- 
ditional foods by turning the cul- 
tivation or harvest of them into 
business ventures. 

In northern Saskatchewan, the 
Lac La Ronge Indian band 
through its business arm, Kitsaki 
Management Limited Partner- 
ship, has turned wild rice and 
mushroom harvesting into a 

money -making proposition. In 
Mistassini, Que., Jean -Marie 
Fortin has created a successful 
family business by harvesting, 

processing and marketing 
wild blueberries. His com- 

pany, Les Bluets 
Mistassini Ltee. sells 
fresh and frozen blueber- 

ries, and now cranberries, 
to customers in Canada 

and internationally. 
In Westbank, B.C., Ellen 

Melcosky's company, Little 
Miss Chief Gourmet Products 
Inc. sells smoked salmon to an 

international marketplace, 
while in Saint Laurent, Que., 
caribou (sausages, burgers and 
pate) is the product of choice 
served up by Makivik Corpo- 
ration's Nunavik Arctic Foods 
Inc. 

A whole range of Aboriginal 
products are available in to- 

day's marketplace, from 
- traditional Inuit teas to 

packaged bannock 
mixes. 

There is also a 

growing number 

of restaurants across the country 
offering Native dishes to their cli- 
entele: The Calm Waters Restau- 
rant in Tofino, B.C., the Liliget 
Feast House in Vancouver, the 
Chief Chiniki Restaurant in 
Canmore, Alta., the Bannock 
Shack in Regina, the Aboriginal 
Centre Restaurant in Winnipeg 
and the Sweetgrass Aboriginal 
Bistro in Ottawa, to name but a 

few. 

Admittedly, some of the meals 
served up at these fine establish- 
ments area far cry from what In- 
digenous people were preparing 
for themselves a short century 
ago. Take, for instance, the high 
country wapiti (elk) with wild 
blueberry sauce on the menu of 
the Liliget Feast House, or the 
pheasant pate with gooseberry 
compote offered up at the 
Sweetgrass Aboriginal Bistro. 
These businesses are taking on the 
challenge of taking traditional 
Aboriginal foods and preparing 
them in a way that appeals to to- 
day's customers, both Aboriginal 
and non -Aboriginal. 

There are courses you can at- 
tend to learn more about prepar- 
ing Aboriginal food. You can even 
make a living doing it. 

At the chef school at George 
Brown College in Toronto, one 
of the programs offered teaches 
students how to prepare Aborigi- 
nal cuisine. And in the fall of 
2005, Negahneewin College at 
Confederation College in 
Thunder Bay will begin offer- 
ing an Aboriginal culinary man- 
agement program that will fo- 
cus on preparation of Aborigi- 
nal cuisine and working in the 
Aboriginal tourism and hospi- 
tality sector. 

So next time you sit down to 
enjoy a bowl of popcorn, a plate of 
beans, or even a helping of 
bannock, rake some time to think 
about how deeply the roots of what 

you're eating are planted in the his- 
tory and cultures of the Aboriginal 
people of the Americas. 

Berries have been an important food in the Aboriginal diet fo 

thousands of years. Even today, a summer berry- picking 
expedition is a happy pastime. 

Chewing gum had its origins with 
Native Americans, who would chew 

spruce gum, a resin that flowed when 
you cut the bark of a spruce tree. 
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Métis health portfolio holder suspended 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

VANCOUVER 

Harley Desjarlais, the president 
of the Métis Provincial Council 
of British Columbia (MPCBC), 
has been suspended by the or- 

ganization's board of directors, 
though the reasons for the sus- 

pension are not clear. 
A notice appeared on the 

MPCBC Web site several days be- 
fore the MNC was scheduled to 
attend a special session with the first 

ministers on Health in Ottawa. As 

president of the MPCBC, 
Desjarlais was also a member of the 

five -person Metis National Coun- 
cil (MNC) board of governors. At 
the national level he held the health 
portfolio for the MNC. 

"The MPCBC president has 

been officially suspended as per 
MPCBC board motion on 
Wednesday, Sept. 8, 2004 at ap- 
proximately 6 p.m. at a special 
meeting of the MPCBC board," 
the notice stated, adding the de- 
cision was unanimous. 

Desjarlais was suspended with- 
out pay, effective immediately. 
The board asked for his resigna- 
tion before the organization's an- 
nual general meeting, which was 
scheduled to start Sept. 23. They 
also noted that if he did not re- 

sign a motion would be intro- 

duced at the meeting to officially 

remove him. The board noted it 
would "forward all documenta- 
tion outlining the serious issues 
to the proper authorities" but no 
further explanation was provided. 

The board's explanation for the 
move raised more questions than 
it answered. 

"The MPCBC board of direc- 

tors has chosen to take the neces- 

sary, but very difficult steps to 

manage this unfortunate situa- 
tion. All property currently in 
possession of the MPCBC presi- 

dent has been cancelled or must 
be returned immediately," the 
Web site notice read. 

"In closing the MPCBC board 
of directors wants to reassure the 

Métis community that the issues to ensure the integrity of the or- 

will be addressed diligently and ganiration. The MPCBC board 

by the proper authorities. The of directors does not endorse un- 

MPCBC board of directors has ethical behavior and is adamant 
developed an action plan based that accountability is key to the 

on strong financial controls and future direction of the Métis Pro - 

effective management processes. vincial Council." ' 

The MPCBC Board and staff Niether Desjarlais or the 
have identified the issues and as a MPCBC could be reached for 

result had to take necessary steps comment. 

ADR process flawed and costly 
(Continued from page 11.) 

And most adjudicators believe 
the survivors need and deserve a 
less confrontational forum to 
make their cases. Alienating the 
churches could mean forcing 
them back into court to seek full 
payment and defeat the whole 
purpose of ADR. 

Darcy Merkur agreed, saying 
that problem is a "basic flaw in 
the process." 

The lawyer called the govern- 
ment's claims to have created a 

more humane process "just a PR 
message" and "a scheme." 

"They claim they wanted to 
create a more sympathetic proc- 
ess for the survivors. Well, the sys- 

tem doesn't compensate fairly but 
iris sympathetic," he said. 

He said the analogy that the 
government reserves the right to 
move the net whenever the other 
side threatens to score is "100 per 
cent accurate." 

"I'll give you an example. Ad- 
judicators can only award dam- 
ages for wrongful confinement as 

the government defines it. In 
their rules, it's not wrongful con- 
finement if you're not alone. Ins 

not defined that way anywhere 
else but that's the way iris in their 
rules. Miss Merrick was confined 
but she was not alone so there can 
be no finding of wrongful con- 
finement," he said. 

The source said the idea was 

that ADR would not resemble 
litigation but the fact remains that 
lawyers are involved. In some 
cases, survivors' lawyers say, there 
are several government lawyers in 
the room and that can be intimi- 
dating and distressing for their 
clients. 

The source added that litiga- 
tion lawyers are having a hard 
time adjusting their attitude for 
a supposedly non- confrontational 
setting. 

Several sources criticized the 
new prime minister for making 
progressive sounding speeches 
about Aboriginal issues while do- 
ing nothing ro correct the ADR 
process. 

"The Paul Martin government 
has shown no interest to deal with 
the issue fairly," said Merkur. 

"There's been a lot of talk but no 
action." 

He warned that the process 
could backfire on the government 
down the road. 

"Enough of this limiting liabil- 
ity game," he said. "Its just go- 
ing to cost them more in the long 

Health funding 
(Continued from page 10.) 

Phil Fontaine said "NIHB has 
always experienced a shortfall. It 

has ranged from $31 million to 
$115 million. So we want that 
particular part of [First Nations 
and Inuit Health Branch's] man- 
date to replenish, to secure an 
appropriate resource level so that 
it will be able to deliver accord- 
ing to its mandate and responsi- 
bilities." 

Restoration of previous cuts to 

non -insured health benefits is 

"parr of our strategy and success 
will be very much dependent on 
how successful we are in putting 
the story together and that's 
something were going to have to 
work out with Health Canada," 
explained Fontaine. "I get the 
sense though that we have the ear 

of government. I'm confident that 
we're going to be able to produce 
even better results in the next 
while." 
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PHONE DISCONNECTED? 

Ai 
Fast Phone Reconnection 

No Credit Checks 
No Deposit 
No ID Required 

FREE, FREE, FREE Voicemail! 

www.nativefabric.com 
Pogadakamagizowin 

Buy your native design fabrics on -line! 

Phone /Fax: (705) 887 -4748 

Many Nations Financial Services Ltd. 
subsidiary of Benefit Co- operative Ltd. 

Employee Pension Plans 
Employee Benefit Plans 
Individual Life and Disability Insurance 
Investment Services and Products 
Critical Illness - IndividuaVGroup 
Coverage for Chief and Council 
Regular On -Site Service from Regional 
Representatives 

Phone: 1- 800 -667 -7830 or (306) 956 -4669 
www.manynations.com 

'The strength of Many Nations protecting our future" 

Call Toll Free 1- 877 -468 -3626 

a9°vtCOOóep^Tht FOUR DIRECTIONS CONSULTING 
presents: 

r Yet 0 
First Nations "Inner Child Workshop" 

YYKK 'healing Through Our Own People" 

Do You Want to Overcome: 
. Poor Emotional, Mental, Physical, Spiritual Well- being? 

Low Self Esteem, Not Feeling Worthy? 
. Feelings of Hopelessness, Loneliness and Despair? 
. Feelings of Hurt, Anger, Blaming? 
. Grief and Loss? 

Feelings of Guilt and Shame? 
. Experienced Abuse as a Child? 

Chronic Anxiety, Fears and Uncertainty? 

Then these workshops are for YOU! 

To begin your HEALING JOURNEY! 
October 19 -22, 2004 from 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 

Ramada Hotel & Conference Centre, Edmonton, AB 
Room reservations: 1- 877 -291 -4911 

Cost: $350.00 per person, plus applicable taxes 

November 2-5, 2004 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Chateau Nova, Yellowknife, NWT 

Room reservations: 1- 877 -1236 
Cost: $400.00 per person, plus applicable taxes 

November 29 - December 2, 2004 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Best Canadian Inn, Nonh Battleford, SK 

Room reservations: 1- 888 -700 -2264 
Cost: $350.00 per person, plus applicable taxes 

For further information or to register, contact Lyle S. Witter 
Phoneì 780-455 -6022 - Fax: 780-455 -6024 

Toll Fees: I- 866 - 456-6022 Email: lyle- fdeOtelus.net 
www .fourdireciionsconsulting.com 

"This workshop can also be presented to your community or organization" 

[ small business ] 

Home away from home 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

OTTAWA 

You can find a little bit of 
home -with an upscale twist - 
she next time you visit the nation's 
capital. Sweetgrass Aboriginal 
Bistro is about to celebrate its first 
anniversary. Located on Murray 
Street in Ottawa's trendy Byward 
Market, the restaurant is owned 
and operated by husband and 
wife team Phoebe and Warren 
Sutherland. 

Phoebe is a James Bay Cree 
from Mistissini Lake in northern 
Quebec. Warren was born in Ja- 
maica but moved to the United 
States when he was a teenager. 

The two met while studying at 
the New England Culinary Insti- 
tute. Afire apprenticing at a vari- 
ety of upscale restaurants through- 
out the United Stares and Canada, 
the two chefs decided it was time 
to open up their own establishment 
on Nov. 15 of last year. 

The building they chose to 
house their business is located on 
a street that is home to many res- 

ants that are known for ad- 
venturous and high level fare. The 
area is becoming popular with 
lovers of haute cuisine. 

"This street is really coming up. 
There are lots of great restaurants 
here. They're pretty well known," 
said Phoebe, during an interview 
at the bistro on Sept. 25. 

"Especially on this street," said 
Warren. "We wanted to be in the 
Market. The Markets centre is York 
Street. and as you come out ofYork 
Street. the rent goes down signifi- 
candy. Lots of places that were 
available in the York area were re- 
ally big and really expensive. This 
place was really nice because its 
small, a heritage house, and it kind 
of fit what we wanted to do," he 
said. 

Things fell into place nicely for 

the new restaura- 
teurs. 

"It was funny. 
It used to be a 

dessert place and 
at the time we 
were looking at 
places that were 
going up for lease 
we happened to 
be coming here 
for dessert and 
saw this 'for lease' 
sign outside. It 
was perfect tim- 
ing," Phoebe 
said. 

With décor 
and an ambiance 
that makes Abo- 
riginal people 
feel at home, the 
menu represents 
a five star version of down home 
First Nation cooking. 

A lot of game meat and a lot of 
fish," Phoebe said when asked what 
Aboriginal cuisine was all about. 

"Its natural. There's not a lot 
of manipulation. Everything kind 
of showcases itself," Warren 
added. 

And we do everything in 
house, from the breads to the des- 
serts," Phoebe added. 

The restaurant seats 55 patrons 
inside and there's room for another 
five in a small bar area When the 
weather's nice another 35 people 
can enjoy a minion a intimate, tree 
shrouded patio in the backyard. 

The couple seems to have been 
destined to end up in the hospi- 
tality business. Warren studied 
engineering at the University of 
Michigan but frequently found 
himself scribbling recipes during 
class. His friends told him he had 
a special talent, so he changed ma- 
jors and not only gained a new 
career but met his future wife. 

Phoebe studied hotel manage- 
ment at Ottawa's Algonquin Col- 
lege before heading south to cu- 
linary arts school. A college as- 

Warren and 
Sweetgrass Aboriginal 
in Ottawa. 

PAUL aARraLer 

Phoebe Sutherland own 
Bistro on Murray Street 

signmenr prompted her to envi- 
sion a restaurant adorned with 
Native art and Native foods on 
the menu and Native music play- 
ing quietly in the background. 
That idea has become a reality. 

The biggest challenge they face 
in getting the business established 
for the long term is also their big- 
gest advantage in a very competi- 
tive marketplace. 

"We're a different restaurant. 
It's a major positive, and a major 
negative is the fact that people 
expect exactly what they get eve- 
rywhere else. All our meats are 
expensive. They're really not 
cheap. And some people have 
come in and said our restaurant 
is expensive," Warren said. 

But worth it, Phoebe said. 
"My people, the Crees, when 

they come from up north to come 
here, well it is a little pricey. But 
one of the best comments I ever 
got was 'Oh, we wanted to come 
for something different but not too 
different It's still kind ofa reminder 
of what you would eat back up 
north.' The good thing is we do 
get a lot of repeat customers. We've 
got a lot of regulars new," she said. 

24 hours a day in English, Cree and Dene 
Share the Vision of Communication 

Heard around the world www.mbcradio.com 
Bringing People to the People" 

Missinipi Broadcasting Corporation 
Inviting everyone to tune in to enjoy great Northern Saskatchewan 

hospitality and the wonders of Mother Earth. 
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[ small business ] 

Abor Group gives 
back to First Nations, 
environment 
By Deirdre Tombs 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

OHSWEKEN, Ont. 

Drew Hill, the founder of envi- 

ronmental and energy consulting 
business The Abor Group (TAG) 
has inspiring words for all First 
Nations people. 

"We can do it" 
While working for Indian Af- 

fairs, the Six Nations of the Grand 
River man watched multi- million 
dollar projects contracted out to 
non-Native firms and became frus- us- 

trated rated seeing the money flow 
through the reserves, but not stay 
in the communities. That 
prompted him to make a change. 

Hill went back to school. He got 
an engineering degree to compli- 
ment is biology degree, and after 
gaining work experience in the 
mining industry, Hill began to 
make his dream a reality to provide 
Aboriginal communities environ- 
mental assessment services from an 
Aboriginal perspective. In January 
2004, TAG was born. 

Full knows first hand the big dif- 
ferences in approach between the 
mainstream engineering firms and 
his company, which follows the 
Native philosophy that land is not 
owned, but borrowed from the 
children. "I mean, that's fairly well 
understood within the First Na- 
tions perspective, but to see edu- 
cated, grown, non -Native men 
grasp that and see that as a new 
frontier of thinking, that kind of 
blew we away" 

TAG attempts to provide solu- 
tions designed to get to the root of 
the environmental issue at hand, 
rather than mask or limit the prob- 
lems surrounding it. 

"I'm a bit concerned now with 
the tendency towards... risk assess- 
ment and risk management," said 
Hill. Risk assessment is conirover- 
sial in the industry and Hill believes 
this approach is a corporate Band - 
Aid solution. 

"They say.. 'OK, if we bury it 
deep enough or if we put a fence 
around it..." To Hill, this behavior 
causes further, future environmen- 
tal problems. It was this attitude 
that helped motivate him to start 
the company. 

Awareness of First Nations issues 
gives TAG its edge. 

"Non- Native firms kind of put 
this blanket over all [Aboriginal 
peoples] and ... they listen to the 
stereotypes and they'll look for 
those to come out," said Hill. "We 
understand the First Nation per- 
spective on our environment, and 
we understand that, you know, just 
because you want to go and put 
your landfill over there, there are a 
lot of issues surrounding that land 
that have to be cleared up." 

The component of Native spir- 
ituality when it comes to dealing 
with environmental concerns, 

Small Business 

WEEK BDC 

behind the Canadian economy 

,hare the energy! 

Drew Hill 

whether its offerings to the land or 
a ceremony to help the spirits move 
on into the next world, is not fiat- 

eign to TAG either. 
"We probably have a greater ten- 

dency to listen and not discard 
other concerns as being trivial." - 

Another of TAG's many assets 

is its people, Hill said. TAG tries 
to employ people from First Na- 
tion communities. 

"It's our belief that ...we can im- 
prove economies. We don't 
need regulatory agencies like Indian 
Affairs to allow as to do things that 
improve [our] economy" 

The path to entrepreneurial suc- 
tits has not always smooth for Hill. 
He found it a challenge to switch 
his engineering mindset to a busi- 
ness mindset. He grew up on re- 
serve with little money and found 
it difficult to spend money for fu- 
flue benefits. 

"That eras- actually the biggest 
challenge, was changing my 
mindset with respect to money 
that, you know, I have to spend this 
to get that." 

Success is not without its pitfalls. 
"There's this guilt that you caret 

bring everybody with you," said 
Hill. "Thais something that I had 
to face and just say'OK, well._ the 
only way ..me are all going to suc- 
ceed is if people like me succeed.?" 

TAG is currently working on a 

landfill design and rehabilitation 
project. As well, Hill acts as a liai- 
son for environmental assessments 
and provides environmental sireas- 

ment for a variety of clients. 
Through his work, Hill observed 

that diesel spills are common on 
reserves that use the fuel for gener- 
ating electricity. Knowing that re- 
newable resources are a great solu- 
tion to this problem, he began a 
wind energy program. 

Training is particularly impor- 
tant for the programs success. As 
most of TAGS clients live in re- 
mote areas, they have robe able to 
assess environmental conditions on 
their own by taking soil samples or 
retrieving ground water. 

The company recently con- 
structed a Wind Resource Assess- 
ment Tower on Six Nations to de- 
termine if there is enough wind 
energy for local use or possible 
commercial distribution. 

BDC hosts its 
25th Small Business Week 

Join us. 

once again honour 

entrepreneurs from across the country, as they are 

the power behind the Canadian economy. 

Join in the activities we've organized in communities 

across the country, highlighting Canadian ingenuity, 

and share the energy as we host the Young 

Entrepreneur Awards (YEA) in London, Ontario. 

BDC 
BANNING ON CANADIAN ENTREPRENEURS 

1 888 INFO -BDC www.bdc.ca 

Canadá 

For more information on BDC's Small Business Week activities in your community, 
log onto BDC.ea/abw or contact your local BDC branch. 
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Farintek Condo Corp. is o national research institute dedicated to the continuing 

technological advancement of the Canadian wood products industry, through the 

,tcreation and implementation of innovative concepts, processes, products and educe. 

tion programs. 

Industry Advisor - 

Wood Products Manufacturing 
The Pas, Manitoba 

The Industry Advisor will be responsible for providing technical support and advisory 

services to the Northern Manitoba wood products industry. The loan is b encourage 

economic development in the provincial finest sector in the areas of primary and 

secondary manufacturing, Aboriginal enterprises, and the development of now market 

opportunities for products mode in Manitoba. 

1 

Ideally, you will have extensive solid wood products industry experience with a proven 

Cask record of excellent technical knowledge and are able to provide technical 

advice to companies to resolve manufacturing problems. Experience in dealing wish 

Aboriginal economic development would definitely he mail 
The successful candidate will also possess strong interpersonal dills excellent 

communication skills and demonstrate innovative problem -solving abilities and be 

prepared to venal. 

A competitive salary and a comprehensive group health benefits 

plan are offered. For immediate consideration, please submit 

your resume to: Human Resources, Forintek Canada Corp., 

2665 East Mall, Vancouver, B.C. VET IWS; Fox: (604) 

222 -5690; E -mail: hr @vun.forintek.to Forintek 
www.forintek.ca Canada 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

FIRST NATIONS 
UNIVERSITY 
OF CANADA 

FIRST NATIONS 
UNIVERSITY OF CANADA 

NURSING FACULTY 
NORTHERN CAMPUS 

Prince Albert is known as the "City of Northern 
Lights" and is situated on the banks of the North 
Saskatchewan River. Prince Albert is a vibrant 
economic and recreational center with lakes, camping 
facilities, and is a family- oriented community. 

The First Nations University is academically federated 
with the University of Regina and has a growing 
enrolment of over 2000 students and over 65 full time 
faculty. In addition to the main campus located in 

Regina, the University features two other campuses located in 
Saskatchewan's main centers. It offers on- campus degree and certificate 
programs, including some graduate programs, in Indian An, Indian 
Education, Indian Communication Arts, Indian languages. Indian Health 
Studies, Business and Public Administration, Indian Social Work, 
Indigenous Studies, Nursing, Dental Therapy, Environmental and Health 
Science, and Science disciplines. The University also provides off- campus 

classes and programs in First Nations communities within Saskatchewan 
and in other provinces and is also actively involved with Indigenous 
communities internationally through its Indigenous Centre for 
International Development. 

First Nations University of Canada is inviting applications for three 
tenure -track positions at the rank of Assistant Professor in our 
innovative nursing program. Successful candidates will be eligible for 
registration with the Saskatchewan Registered Nurses Association 
(SRNA) and will have a minimum of two years relevant nursing 
experience, and will be able to teach in a wide range of nursing, including 
but not limited to mental health, medical- surgical nursing, gerontology, 
and northern nursing. Previous teaching experience, including the use of 
distance education technology, is an asset. Preference will be given to 

applicants with a strong commitment to both teaching and scholarship 
and a Masters in Nursing or related discipline, although candidates with 
a BScN and progress towards a Masters will be considered. The First 
Nations University is committed to providing opportunities for continuing 
education. - 

A strong knowledge of Indigenous cultures and/or the ability to speak an 

Indigenous language would be assets for all positions. All appointments 
are effective as soon as possible or by July 1, 2, L5, and are subject to 

budgetary approval. All positions will remain open until filled. Relocation 
assistance will be provided if necessary. 

Application procedure: Preference will be given to First Nations, 
Aboriginal, and other designated group members (SHRC ßE93 -13) 
therefore, please indicate your status on the covering letter. Applications 
should include an up -to -date Curriculum Vita-, transcripts, teaching 
evaluations, a teaching dossier, and the names of at least three referees 

by January 31, 2005 to: 

Joyce Desjarlais 
Assistant Dean Health Sciences 
FIRST NATIONS UNIVERSITY OF CANADA 
1301 Central Avenue 
Prince Albert, SK S6V 4W1 
Fax: (306) 764 -3511 
Email: Jdesjarlais @firstnationsuniversity.ca 

October 2004 

[ careers & training ] 

Freelancing/ 
freeloading 

Jr 1-, J-,rs- r1_:JJV7 
PARENT CHILD ADVOCATE 
Well Community - Well Families 

The Parent Child Advocate will work with women at risk of having a child 
with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder and with their immediate social 
networks, to improve their life circumstances. The Parent Child Advocate 
will provide intensive, long -term, in -home support and advocacy, and will 
connect families to a comprehensive variety of supports in the community. 

A Degree or Diploma in the field of Social Services is required. A minimum 
of two years working with high risk populations in a social service setting is 
also required. Experience with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder orcommunity 
development will also be considered. This positon will require that you 
have a current driver's license and a vehicle. A Security Clearance and 
CWIS will also be requested. 

Please send resume and cover letter to: Closing date: 

Beverly Anted, Manager 4:30 p.m. Friday, October 12w 2004 

Well Community -Well Families STARTING SALARY RANGE 
Bissell Centre §26,708.00 - §ág45700 

Fax: (780) 425.6594 email: ballard@bissellcentre.org 

ABORIGINAL STUDENT ADVISOR 
STUDENT SERVICES 

Reporting to the Director of the Student Development Centre and 
working cooperatively with Student Services and other offices at the 
University, othi permanent full -Ouse position will support and assist 
Aboriginal students' participation in Brock campus life. Working closely with 

appropriate oil 
groups and 

throughout the ye 
provide 
provide assistance 

with registration, housing, study, program eeplann n rand adjustment to 
campus life through direct advising, advocacy and referral to existing 
services; liaise with local Aboriginal agencies and Aboriginal students in the 
school system; and provide some Native Way training for interested 
students, staff and farad on 

a 

campus. 
Qualified -applicants should have experience working with Aboriginal 

people at the post- secondary level, preferably in both and off -reserve 
settings; familiarity with Native 

or 
Nations) experiences and traditions; 

exile tier in ad an advocacy capacity; and excellent 
tion skills. The ideal candidate will have a Master's degree in communication 
of study. 

Applicants are invited to submit a résumé and cover letter, including 
salary expectations and quoting vacancy N 49/2004 by October 22, 
2004. Apply on -line (jobs @brocku.ca) or .send to: Human Resources, 
Brock University, St. Catharines, ON, L2S 3A1. 

We appreciate all applications we receive; however, we will only contact 
those candidates selected for an interview. 

Brock University 
Visit us at: www.brocku.ca /h 

íße Université d'Ottawa 
COMMON LAW SECTION 

(d University of Ottawa FACULTY OF LAW 
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA 

The Common Law Section of the 
University of Ottawa invites applica- 
tions to fill one or more tenure -track 
positions in the English language 
program, ordinarily at the level of 
Assistant Professor. In exceptional 
circumstances, a more experienced 
candidate will be considered for a 

position at a higher level. Prior to 
appointment, candidates must hold an 
undergraduate degree in common law 
and an LL.M. degree or doctorate 
degree in a related discipline. 

For more information about our program, the position, 

and application instructions, 
please consult our website: 

http/ www. commonlaw .uottawa.ca/engrndex.htm 

Dean Bruce Feldthusen 
Faculty of law, Common Law Section 
university of Ottawa 
57 Louis Pasteur 
Ottawa ON KIN 605 Canada 

Fax (613) 562 -5124 

Email: lcfraserduoltawa.ca 

(Continued from page 18.) 
Kim Ziervogel, founder of the 

Aboriginal Journalise Association 
ofCanada, has contributed numer- 
ous photos to the magazine and has 

also not received credit or payment. 
She added "This rarely happens 

in mainstream journalism. You 
write article. It is published. You 
submit an invoice. You receive a 

cheque. It's not that complicated. 
I've done it a lot. Unfortunately, 
some organizations feel that just 
because they're starting out, or are 

profiling the Native community, 
they can play with the rules a bit." 

While this may sound like a 

personal diatribe or rant, keep in 
mind I've been lucky enough to 
survive in this financially volatile 
world of freelancing. I do enough 
work and have other, more repu- 
table organizations that actually 
pay their invoices. Its other writ- 

s, those not quite so lucky as 

myself, or just starting out, that 
have me concerned. Writing, like 
acting, is a tenuous profession at 
best. And there's the whole phi- 
losophy behind running a profes- 
sional magazine or newspaper. 
The operative word here is "pro- 
fessional". 

If you want professionals to 
work or write for you, you have 
to treat them like professionals. 
It's not a difficult concept. It has 

to do with a little word called re- 

spect. You may have heard of it. 
Aretha Franklin has a big song 
about it. Its also mentioned quite 
frequently in traditional teach- 
ings. In fact, going back to the 

beginning of my so- called rant, I 

do believe respect was mentioned 
quite frequently at that confer- 
ence on traditional knowledge. 
Funny how things like this come 
around full circle. 

Marriage - 

(Continued from page 18.) 
As for the costs, I would think 

it would be the same as for a di- 
vorce. It would depend on a 

number of factors, such as 

whether the other side was op- 
posed, if children were involved 
or property or other assets were 

involved. - 

Now the interesting question 
is about whether a non -Native 
who had obtained status would 
keep it after a civic annulment. I 

would think that since the mar- 
riage was not valid in the first 
place, a person who obtained sta- 

tus through marriage would not 
be able to keep it, as they never 

obtained it legally in the first 
place. Remember, the marriage 
would have had to occur before 
1985. This is when Bill C -31 was 

passed and the practice of obtain- 
ing status through marriage be- 

came no longer available. 
This column is not intended to 

provide legal advice but nu high. 

hghesinaeiomwhere you Amid eon. 

rule with a lawyer. Tana Young is 

currently studying fora PhD in law 

at the University of British Colum- 

bia and questions can be sent to him 

via e-mail at: puoin@reóacnet 
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[ passed ] 

Métis leader left his mark on Canada 
On Sept. 6, Harry W. Daniels 

passed away after a lengthy battle 
with cancer. 

Daniels was many things to 

many people-an actor, a story- 
teller, a teacher, an author, and a 

politician. But the accomplish- 
ment long -time friend Tony 
Belcourt believes Daniels was 

most proud of was his work to 
have the Métis people of Canada 
recognized in the Constitution. 

Belcourt, now president of the 
Métis Nation of Ontario, first 
met Daniels 36 years ago and re- 

members that he demonstrated 
the tenacity that would help to 
make him a strong leader for the 
Métis people. 

"I was vice -president of the 
Métis association of Alberta at the 
time, and Harry applied fora job 
as our field worker co- ordinator," 
Belcourt said. "And he didn't get 

the job. We didn't offer it to him. 
But he came back to us and he 

was really, as only Harry can be. 

He demanded another interview 
and wanted to know why. And so 

we hired him. Because he just had 

that much drive and we thought, 
'Hey, this guy could really whip 

Off -reserve 
gone, not f orgotten 

On Aug. 8, Aboriginal lawyer 
Gary E. Corbiere, 41, drowned 
in Lake Simcoe in Ontario while 
out on his boat. He had a cottage 
on Georgina Island and travelled 
frequently to the mainland to 
work in Toronto. 

His body was found on Aug. 
12, and a memorial service was 
held in Newmarket on Aug. 16, 
followed by a funeral in Sault Ste. 

Marie on Aug. 19. 

Corbiere was the lawyer who ar- 
gued in the Supreme Court of 
Canada for, and won the right of, 
off-reserve people to have a sub- 
stantial say in the decisions made 
on their reserves. The case has be- 
come known as the Corbiere deci- 
sion. 

Evelyn J. Baxter was a friend. 
"I met [Gary] in 1988 at the 

University of Saskatchewan sum- 
mer law program for Native peo- 
ple. Along with a few other stu- 
dents, we all formed a lasting 
friendship that carried us through 
our legal education and careers. 
He was a quiet guy who never 
tried to be the centre of attention. 
He preferred to sit back and 
watch the rest of us. Gary was 
very easy going, thoughtful and 
intellectual. He always thought 
before he spoke and never an- 
swered a question without saying, 
'Hmmm. I have to think about 
that,'" she wrote in an e -mail to 
this publication. 

She said Corbiere rook on the 
now famous case on behalf of his 
family. He had only recently been 
called to the bar. 

"Most lawyers would never 
dream of raking on a case like that 
on their own, but it didn't fare Gary 
at all. He enlisted the help ofa cou- 
ple of friends to do research, draft 

Harry Daniels 

up the troops. So we hired him 
and never looked back.'" 

Daniels was president of the 
Native Council of Canada 
(NCC) from 1975 to 1981, and 
served in that capacity again from 
1997 to 2000, after the organiza- 
tion changed its name to the 
Congress of Aboriginal Peoples. 

It was while he was president 
of the NCC that Daniels stepped 
into the constitutional fray and 
began his fight to have the Métis 
recognized in that historic docu- 
ment. His efforts helped to en- 
sure Aboriginal and treaty rights 
were included in the Constitu- 
tion, and that Métis were in- 

champion 

eluded when Canada's Aboriginal 
people were defined. 

"I think most of Harry's life- 
time, the part of his life that he 

was most proud of and thought 
the most of were his days when 
he was working on the national 
scene with the Native Council of 
Canada," Belcourt said. "But I 
think it was that period leading 
up to patriation that was certainly 
the highlight of his life. Person- 

ally, I know that he was very 
proud about that period of time 
and what had transpired." 

Daniels loved to act and tell sto- 

ries, and had a personality that 
commanded attention, Belcourt 
said. 

"He was just an absolute out- 
standing presence of a person 
when he walked in the room. You 
just couldn't help but notice 
Harry when he walked into the 
room. And he just had that kind 
of commanding personality." 

He was also very proud of the 
Michif language, and loved to 
speak it, Belcourt added. But one 
of the things about Daniels most 
people will remember is his 
humor. 

"One of the things about Abo- 
riginal people, Métis people, is 

laughter is a very important medi- 
cine for us, and Harry, if there was 

ever a good doctor that could ad- 
minister laughter it was Harry. He 
was just wonderful to be around, 
and very quick -witted. I don't 
know of anybody that I've ever 
met that's faster with a comeback 
than Harry," Belcourt said. 

"He was really fast on his feet. 

Very charismatic and was able to 
really do something. He was the 
kind of guy that could actually do 
what happened them, pull off get- 
ting Métis into the Constitution, 
grab Jean Chrétien by the arm 
and make sure it happened." 

Internationally, Daniels headed 

up a Canadian delegation to the 

Fourth Russell International Tribu- 
nal and was director of the World 
Council of Indigenous People. 

Daniels, who was known by 
many as "Harry the Dog" or 
"Harry the Hat," was born in 
Regina Beach, Sash, on Sept. 16, 

1940. He attended the University 
of Saskatchewan, and later 
Carleton University where he 
earned his master's degree. He 

was the first member of the NCC 
executive to be awarded an hon- 
orary presidency for life. This past 

June, Daniels' contributions were 

again recognized when the Uni- 
versity of Ottawa presented him 
with an honorary degree. 

"Harry was a student of life. He 
loved to read and to learn," 
Belcourt said. "He was a very in- 
telligent man. I think, because he 

joked around so much, a lot of 
people never really understood 
how intelligent and brilliant 
Harry was -very intellectual. 
He's a beautiful guy. Good writer, 
great speaker, a wonderful Métis 
leader, just absolutely wonderful." 

In a memoriam written by Paul 
Chartrand, a law professor at the 
University of Saskatchewan and 
another of Daniels' many friends, 
the importance of Daniels' con- 
tributions is spelled out dearly. 

"Harry Daniels will share with 
Louis Riel the honor of having in- 
troduced the rights of the Métis 
people in the Constitution of 
Canada: Rid in s. 31 of the Mani- 
toba Act, 1870, and Harry in s. 35 
of the Constitution Act of 1982," 
Chartrand wrote. 

WE TAKE PRIDE IN DOING 

BUSINESS WITH YOU! 

Gary Corbiere 

documents and court filings. His 
office was heaped with papers, but 
he knew where everything was. We 
all watched, amazed that he was do- 
ing this thing and that it was 
headed to the Supreme Court of 
Canada." 

The victory changed the face of 
Aboriginal rights in Canada. 
Corbiere went on to practice 
criminal law in Toronto and to 
earn a master's degree in law. 

He was sometimes seen as ec- 
centric and was a committed ath- 
lete, using his. daughters Renee 
and Alicia as weights and resist- 
ance in his workouts. He even 
considered making an exercise 
video for dads to show them how 
to incorporate their children into 
their workouts, said his partner 
Kim. He loved Elvis. 

"We have all lost someone im- 
portant and unique in Gary, and 
because he would never blow his 
own horn about who he was and 
what he did, I am doing it for him 
now," said Baxter. "I will miss him 
and think of him often. He was a 

good friend. Nat time you re- 
ceive your ballots in the mail, I' 
ask you to remember Gary and 
thank him. I will." 

PREFERRED ABORIGINAL 

& FIRST NATIONS 

RATES ACROSS CANADA 

Supporting Aboriginal 
Scholarships. 

CHIP Hospitality funds six regional 
scholarships across Canada with the 
Foundation for Aboriginal Youth and is 
a member of the Canadian Council for 

aboriginal Business. 

For more information visit 
www.chiphospitality.com/about_av_hrbitml 

For group bookings, please call hotels directly 

FEATURING THESE FINE ALBERTA HOTELS & LOCATIONS 

Fort McMurray I- 800 -582 -3273 
Quality Hotel & Conference Centre 

Grande Prairie I- 800 -661 -7954 
Quality Hotel & Conference Centre 

Edmonton 1- 877 -808.0848 
Delta Edmonton South 
Mayfield Inn & Suites Hotel & Trade Centre 
Ramada Hotel & Conference Centre 

Red Deer I- 800 -661 -1657 
Red Deer Lodge Hotel & 
Conference Centre 

Calgary /Canmore 1-800-661-8157 
Radisson Hotel Calgary Airport 
Radisson Hotel & Conference Center 

Lethbridge 1-800-66 I -1232 
Lethbridge Lodge Hotel & Conference 
Centre 

CALL OR BOOK ONLINE: 

G reatCanadianHotels.com 
4, Gull us at 1.888.4. CANADA (14188422.6232) 

PROMO CODE:ABOR 
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[ passed ] 

Worlds of art, education mourn loss 

Bob Boyer 

Bob Boyer, a world -renowned 
artist and head of the department 
of Indian fine arts at First Nations 
University of Canada (FNUC), 
collapsed and died of a heart at- 
tack while dancing at a powwow 
in Nebraska on Aug. 31. He was 
56. 

At the funeral service on La- 
bour Day, people paid their last 
respects to a man who influenced 
the lives of artists and students in 
a variety of ways. 

This facility-the department 
of Indian fine arts-is his legacy," 
said Carmen Robertson, assistant 
professor of fine arts at the uni- 
versity. "He created this like he 
created one of his pieces of art. 
He created it from his heart." 

Born in Prince Albert in 1948, 
Boyer graduated from the Univer- 
sity of Saskatchewan, Regina 
campus (now the University of 
Regina) in 1971 with a bachelor 
of education specializing in art 
education. While attending uni- 
versity, Boyer came under the tu- 
telage ofTed Godwin, an art pro- 
fessor and one of the influential 
"Regina Five.' Godwin helped 
Boyer to develop his artistic side. 

Sign up for savings. 
Get your CD VentureOne- card today! 
What would put you in a good mood right now? How about a way to save 

instantly on your small business shipping... no hassles, no commitments? 

That's what you get with Canada Post's VentureOne Small Business Preferred 

Client Program. It entitles you to on- the -spot savings of 5 %,* our special 

Small Business Rate. Simply present your VentureOne card at the Post Office 

whenever you use one of Canada Post's shipping services to send your 

business documents or parcels. 

Signing up for your FREE VentureOne card is easy: 

simply visit your local Post Office 
go to www.canadapost.ca /ventureone /340 
or call toll -free at 1- 877 -262 -5762. Ask for extension 340. 
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From anywhere... to anyone 

"Ted told us that when he was 
teaching are history classes, he 
would see a sea of white faces, and 
then notice Bob," said Mary 
Weimer, owner and curator of 
Assiniboia Gallery, where Boyer 
exhibited many paintings over the 
years. "There weren't many Abo- 
riginal students at the university 
at the time, especially in the art 
department." 

Boyer made the first of his 
"blanket statement" artworks 
soon after graduation. These were 
artworks done combining tradi- 
tional Aboriginal design patterns 
with elements used in contempo- 
rary art and used as a political 
statement. Blankets played an 
important role in Aboriginal cul- 
pare in the 18th and 19th centu- 
ries, when Aboriginal people 
would barter with fur traders for 
them. Often the blankets pro- 
vided would be infected with dis- 
ease, such as smallpox and tuber- 
culosis, sometimes purposely. 

"Much of his early work was 
very political, making a lot of 
statements that weren't that com- 

p at that time," Weimer said. 
"As he developed and matured as 
an artist, he turned to celebrate 
his heritage." 

Boyer also became interested in 
teaching the next generation of 
Aboriginal artists. In the late 

making 

Alberta 
stronger. 

1970s, he became a professor of 
Indian an at FNUC, then called 
the Saskatchewan Indian Feder- 
ated College, an academic post he 
held through the remainder of his 
life. 

"It was an academic area Bob 
created by himself. He had taken 
art history classes at the (Univer- 
sity of Regina], and realized that 
the voice of Aboriginal artists at 
the time was non -existent," 
Robertson said. 

"He conceived of art history 
from an Aboriginal viewpoint, 
and started by creating, with the 
input of Elders, a series of classes 
and conducting courses celebrar- - 

ing what First Nations artists had 
to offer." 

He was also a big promoter, 
behind the scenes, of the next 
generation of Aboriginal artists. 

People within Saskatchewan's art 
community remember him as a 
warm, kind -hearted man who 
loved nothing better than driving 
his Harley Davidson from his 
home in Rouleau, about 15 kilo- 
metres south of Regina, to the city. 

Boyer was a fixture on the pow- 
wow circuit, attending many 
events across North America. 

Boyer is survived by his wife of 
34 years, Ann, two sons and two 
grandchildren. 

By Stephen LaRare 

1mn a,d,na 

Policy Coordinators - Aboriginal Initiatives 
Program Services 4 

Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Edmonton - As a 

member of the Aboriginal Initiatives team, you will apply your strong 

analytical, communications and project management skills to develop 

and implement approved strategies and initiatives and to manage 

specific projects. 

Through effective leadership, teamwork and collaboration with other 

provincial ministries, the federal and municipal governments, the private 
sector and Aboriginal governments, communities and organizations, you 

will develop, manage and support projects and initiatives leading to 

increased capacity, stronger governance, more effective delivery of services 

and increased economic participation within Aboriginal communities. 

Qualifications. University graduation in a related field plus considerable 

related experience required with significant knowledge of both Aboriginal 

communities and government operations. Knowledge of an Aboriginal 

language would be an asset Final candidates for this position will be 

asked to undergo a security screening. Salary 551.552- $64,488. 

Closing Date: October 15, 2004. 

Online applications are pre/erred, To apply online visit 

www.gov.ab.ea¡ebs or submit your resume to: Aboriginal Affairs and 
Northern Development, Human Resource Services, aM Floor, Commerce 

Place, torte - api Street Edmonton, Alberta MILS Fax: (700) 422 -5362 

Please ensure you quote competition number 21115.wDS4.. 

We thankall applicants forth, interest w. will contact those cam Wales Mama education 

and emar;ewe new match the needs Of tnepoaivon. ,'rrccmts toto appyaNine will 

/anew an email arßrewledriryrern0lollbr050iwhan. 
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[ footprints ] Victoria Belcourt Callihoo 

Métis woman painted 
vibrant picture of the West 

When Victoria Belcourt was 

born in Lac Ste. Anne on Nov. 
19, 1861, the formation of 
Canada as a country was still al- 

most six years away. Her home 
community and the territory sur- 
rounding it was under the con- 
trol of the Hudson's Bay Com- 
pany (HBC) and wouldn't be- 
come parr of the new country of 
Canada until 1869, when the 
HBC would sell Rupert's Land to 

the federal government. 
Victoria spent her entire life liv- 

ing in the Lac Ste. Anne area -a 
life that spanned more than a cen- 
tury. She was five years old when 
Canada was formed. She was al- 

most 44 when Alberta became a 

province. She was alive when the 
first treaties were signed in West- 
ern Canada and was there to wit- 
ness first -hand the decimation of 
the buffalo herds that had once 
been the mainstay of her people. 

Victoria's father, Alexis 
Belcourt, was French; her mother, 
Nancy Rowand, was Métis. Her 
father supported the family by 
farming, hunting and trapping, 
and occasionally did some 
freighting. Her mother was a 

medicine woman, and shared her 
knowledge of healing plants with 
her daughter. 

ViStReia was 13 years old when 
she joined the buffalo hunt for the 
first time. The families going on 
the hunt left Lac Ste. Anne in the 
spring after fields had been sowed 
and gardens planted. 

Victoria travelled with her 
mother during the hunt. As a 
medicine woman, it would be her 
mother's job to care for the men 
thrown from their horses while 
chasing down the buffalo. 

The people from Lac Ste. Anne 
would set out for the hunt first, 
joined along the way by Métis 

Ifrom St. Albert. By the 
time they arrived at the 
hunting grounds, about 
100 families would be as- 
sembled, Victoria said in 
her recollections of those 

days long gone. 
She described the buffalo herd 

as a "dark solid moving mass." 
"We, of those days, never could 

believe the buffalo would ever be 
killed off, for there were thou- 
sands and thousands," she re- 
called. 

While the Cree and Blackfoot 
still used bows and arrows, the 
Métis used guns for the hunt, she 

said. When a buffalo was killed, 
the women would go and bring 
the meat in, while the girls 
worked to keep the fires going, 
creating smoke to keep the flies 

away as the meat was hung. 
Before the trip home, the dried 

meat would be pounded into a 
pulp and mixed with sun -dried 
Saskatoon berries and grease to 
make pemmican, then sewn up 
in buffalo robes to help preserve 
it. Another hunt would take place 
in the fall. 

When she was 17, Victoria 
married Louis Callihoo, a young 
Métis man who grew up in the 
area. Together they had 12 chil- 
dren, six sons and six daughters. 

The Callihoos were a farming 
family, although they also owned 
and operated a sawmill fora time 
and later a hotel in Lac Ste. Anne. 
The couple spent some time liv- 
ing on the Michel Reserve and 
some time living in Lac Ste. Anne. 
Both husband and wife worked 
as teamsters for the HBC, driv- 
ing freight teams between Ed- 
monton and Athabasca Landing. 

After Louis died of cancer in 
1926, Victoria continued to live 
in the family home, with numer- 
ous family members and friends 
around to ensure she was never 
lonely or had to do without. She 
continued to live on her own un- 
til she was 101. She moved in 
with one of her daughters for a 

time, then spent her last days in 
the Youville Home in St. Albert. 

In her later years, Victoria de- 
cided her wealth of memories and 
experiences should be preserved 
for future generations, and she 

By Cheryl Petten 
took on the role of Métis histo- 
rian. She is credited with writing 
a number of articles for the Al- 
berta Historical Review, chroni- 
cling her life as a young Métis 
woman on the Prairies in the 

1800s,, as well as relaying stories 
of even earlier rimes shared with 
her by others. 

In the Autumn 1953 edition of 
the Review, Victoria shared with 
readers her memories of what life 

was life in lac Ste. Anne and St. 

Albert in the 1870s. She told of 
how spruce logs were used to 
build homes, with dried bark for 
shingles and rawhide in place of 
glass for the windows. Open fire- 
places, called mud stoves because 
they were made of a mixture of 
mud and hay, were used for cook- 
ing, with high chimneys to en- 
sure any sparks flying out 
wouldn't land on the roof and 
catch the house on fire. 

'': Houses, she recalled, had no 
'Cables, no chairs and no beds. 
People sat on the floor to eat, and 
slept on the floor as well, folding 
up the bedding each morning 
and putting it away in a corner. 

There was no flour available, 
Victoria recalled, so the people 
would grow barley and fry up the 
dried grains to use as a bread sub- 
stitute. Unhulle8 barley, black- 
ened in a frying pan, was also 
used as a substitute for coffee, she 
explained. 

When the buffalo were gone, 
the people turned to other unit 
mall to fill the void. They hunted 
moose, deer and bear and used 
nets woven from Thread pur- 
chased from the HBC to catch 
fish. Moose hide replaced buffalo 
hide for making moccasins and 
clothing, but neither moose nor 
dear hide could replace buffalo 
for the making of robes. 

"The hair came off too easily," 
she recalled. 

The Métis made their clothing 
out of cloth purchased at the 
HBC store. Purchases from the 
HBC store were done through 

barter, Victoria ex- 
plained. The pur- 
chases would be 
done on credit, and 
then the debt was 
settled when the 
trappers would 
bring in their furs. 
Usually the furs 
were worth more 
than the debt, and 
the trapper would 
have a credit at the 
store. 

"As there was no 
money, this transac- 
tion was called 'fur.' 
So much fur for 
this, and so much 
fur for this other 
article," Victoria 
explained. "Later 

when the In- 
dian 

s 

commissioners 
came to pay treaty 
money (in the late 
70s), money began 
to circulate. It 
seemed more con- 
fusing to deal in 
money when one 
was accustomed to barter. I have 
heard of some Indians trading a 

used $5 bill for a brand new $1 

bill." 
In a later installment- written 

in 1948 but published in 1959, 
Victoria shared a story told ro her 
by her husband Louis and his fa- 
ther, Batiste, about the arrival of 
their family in Alberta about 125 
years before. Callihoo, Batiste's fa- 

ther, had been one of the first 
Iroquois to come west from Que- 
bec, a voyageur for the HBC. 

She had many such memories 
and stories to share. She counted 
Father Lacombe, who came to the 
area and set up a mission in St. 

Albert the year she was born, as 

one of her good friends. And she 
recalled the location where the 
family used to put up their tipi; 
the spot is now home to the Ho- 
tel MacDonald in downtown Ed- 
monton. 

Victoria Belcourt Callihoo lived for more 
than a century, saw Canada form, then 
Alberta, and then the buffalo hunted to 
near extinction. She decided she should 
record her memories of life on.the Prairies 
and by doing so left the gift of the past 
for the generations of the future. 

Victoria remained healthy 
and active for most of her long 
life. At the age of 74, she took 
part in a Red River Jig compe- 

-Prion in Edmonton and won 
handily, claiming the top prize 
of.a buffalo robe. When she 
turned 100 in 1962, Victoria's 
friends and family members 
threw her a birthday parry and 
she celebrated again by doing 
the Red River Jig. 

She died April 21, 1966 at 
the age of 104, leaving behind 
two legacies. The first was the 
many descendants that in- 
cluded, at the time of her death, 
57 grandchildren, 165 great-- 
grandchildren and eight great - 
great grandchildren. The sec- 
ond was the memories she took 
time to record. They paint a 

vibrant picture of the life lived 
in Western Canada all those 
years ago. 
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